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Photo Sketch 1

In the Seongeup Village
Can the leaves over your mouth cover
your smiles

Blooming in your eyes like a flower

When the waiting that bears spring blooms
Like the canola flower

When the white snow turns into cherry
petals and scatters

Like the sunbeams

I am walking on this road, with my arms
full of petals

To be cradled into your smile once again
With a brilliant yearning

Written and photographed by Han Wonpyo
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Noksan-ro Avenue where canola flowers have been cut down This spring, COVID 19 did not allow us to enjoy the beautiful scenery of canola flowers.
ⒸJeju Special Self-Governing Province
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COVID-19 Spring in Jeju

An Unfamiliar Daily Routine
We Never Experienced

In 2020, the new Coronavirus infection was becoming widespread
before Spring comes. The virus, called Corona, is Latin for describing

the crown-shaped projections wrapped in a virus shell. It threatens
public medical health, the economy and society, and our right to life.

In this great ordeal, Jeju gives a leap forward to the ceaseless
struggle to overcome the weight. Through the cooperation of
coexistence, the island is striving to reduce the threats of the crown

one by one. We retraced the footsteps of COVID-19 for 100 days to
tell the story of the power of Jeju residents who are fighting against
these difficulties. Just like the spring always arrives, Jeju residents
are preparing to bloom flowers again.
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Feature 1 People in Jeju in the COVID-19 Era

People in Jeju in the COVID-19 Era

A Thousand Views of the
COVID-19
Written by Lee Na-yeon, president of Quelpartpress

Human beings around the world are suffering from the novel Coronavirus. Jeju residents are not

immune to the disease. Some people have taken refuge in Jeju known to be free from community-acquired
infection, which caused secondary damage to Jeju businesses or forced self-isolation due to contact with a

confirmed COVID-19 person. Most of those diagnosed with the contagious disease in Jeju had been infected

in foreign countries or the mainland. Still, the case of infection of family members ended up with only one.
The reason for this successful controlling of the virus is probably the active cooperation of Jeju residents,
who have followed the guidelines to prevent communicable disease.
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Although there has been no community spread discovered, we cannot relax our vigilance. COVID-19

limits our daily lives due to its higher infectivity than other existing infectious diseases. The more populated
cities such as New York and London, the more risks they have, and all these cities have been forced to shut

down. No one can answer the question of whether Jeju and Korea are safe without the drastic measure.
Besides, the primary problem of social distancing is the inconvenience of wearing a mask whenever we go

out. Watching the news disclosing the travel routes of confirmed cases in detail and the process of their

personal information being revealed, I find myself examining my travel route. I flinch at the sight of a big
crowd and try to move very cautiously to avoid any harm to them. Unless it is inevitable, I usually stay at
home. I think about why I should live in this vague fear. We cannot take full control of the virus, but maybe
we can get rid of this fear. It is possible if people try to share the pain, know it correctly, and be careful. It is
high time to pool our wisdom just as the slogan for social distancing, "Physical Distance, Social Unity."

How are Jeju people spending time in this situation? From an individual under self-quarantine to an

otolaryngologist and medical staff, from a restaurant that the confirmed patient visited to an art museum
close to the travel route, we met the people dealing with the infection directly or indirectly in Jeju.

From Stavanger, Norwey, to Jeju

14 days of Kwon Hyun-jung in self-quarantine
Kwon Hyun-jung, a photojournalist based in Stavanger, a Norwegian city,

had scheduled a flight to Jeju for early April for several projects to take
pictures. Meanwhile, as COVID-19 spread across Europe and Norwegian

airports began to shut down, the airline notified her of the cancellation of

her flights booked for April. Norway had closed all schools since March 13,
some companies begun telecommuting, and social distancing practices

were put in place. If all the routes to Korea were blocked, the projects

working as a photojournalist from April to June would likely be canceled.
Determined to go to Korea before the situation in Europe got worsened, she

arrived in Korea from Norway via the Netherlands on March 22. It was the

day when the Korean government began the mandatory self-isolation for
the overseas travelers entering the country.

An outing for self-isolater Kwon Hyun-jung Ⓒ Kwon Hyun-jung

Upon arrival at Incheon International Airport, she had to move to a government-run facility in Gwangju,

Gyeonggi Province. She took a COVID-19 test for a day (24 hours) and was sent to Gimpo Airport on the
evening of March 23 after testing negative for COVID-19. Because she previously reported the address in
Jeju, she had been classified to self-isolate in Jeju. On the next morning, Kwon received a phone call from
a government official with instructions and requirements.

She also received a text message that says, "Hello, this is Jeju Health Center. This is to inform arrivals

from Europe of self-isolation procedure. Those who have not tested within three days after arrival are
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required to contact us at 064-728-1410-1414 for reservation. Bring your ID and flight ticket (proof of

overseas travel) to the COVID-19 screening Center, Jeju Health Center, with a mask on. Thank you." Kwon
Hyun-Jung had already been tested as soon as she arrived in Incheon, so the text did not apply to her.

She was provided with 20 masks to wear indoors during the self-quarantine, a thermometer, and a waste

bag from the health center. She installed the Self-quarantine Safety Protection App, and entered her self-

diagnosis results at 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., and reported her temperature to the government official via
text message.

On March 25, she received relief goods for self-quarantine. Most of the relief supplies were pre-cooked

food items so you can save time and effort for cooking. When she almost got sick of rice after a while,
gwajeul, a type of traditional snack, helped her fight the craving for snacks. Tangerine gwajeul was included
in the relief package of Jeju! The package was
prepared and sent by the officials in charge,

which seemed to have more variety and greater

care than that of other regions (See photo).
Kwon confessed that she even enjoyed the soy
milk, which she never really liked before.

She said that self-isolating in Jeju was a

privilege for her. Since the place she stayed was
a house with a yard and a rooftop, she had no

problem sunbathing and getting out for fresh
air. It would be almost impossible if she selfquarantined in a city area. She could even do

some handcrafting that takes a long time, such

as knitting, edit the photos she took and bingewatch K-dramas. She had so much to do that a

day seemed noticeably short. Kwon added that

Relief goods for self-quarantine Ⓒ Kwon Hyun-jung

the experience might only apply to her. She can

withstand the self-quarantine period better than others, thanks to the experience of seemingly living in

isolation in Norway, a sparsely populated country. Psychologists were assigned for those self-isolating in
case they need counseling, but she did not have to.

After the 14 days self-quarantine, Kwon received the following texts "Hello, this is Jeju Health Center.

Please note that self-diagnosis to monitor symptoms was until April 5, and your isolation period will
be ended as of April 6. Please report any future symptoms to your health center. Please return the

thermometer to the health center as soon as possible. Thank you for your cooperation." Above all, it was
a happy notice of demand that freed her from further obligation to report her temperature and allowed

her to go out with a mask on. At midnight on the 6th of April 6, when she was released from quarantine,

she fastened her mask and tightly laced her shoes, and took a stroll out to enjoy the late-night cherry
blossoms.
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From the screening clinic, negative pressure treatment rooms, to the relief clinic, The medical staff of
respiratory medicine and infectious diseases at Jeju National University Hospital are all set.
The medical staff at Jeju National University Hospital who must

face or treat infected persons are on the front line of this battle
against the virus. I asked the doctors and nurses working at the

respiratory medicine and infectious diseases how they were. Jeju
University Hospital is designated as "Public Relief Hospital."

"Public Relief Hospital" is a facility for those susceptible to

infectious diseases, for now patients with respiratory diseases. Their

1

2

visits, treatments, and admissions are all done in a separate ward or

area. Four of the hospitals in Jeju have been designated as Public
Relief Hospital, including Jeju Halla Hospital, Joongang Hospital, and

Hanmaeum Hospital. At Public Relief Hospital, the entrance and exit

for ordinary patients are different from those of the suspected, and
the hospital operates the reception area separately.

Doctors, nurses, receptionists, radiologic technologists, and staff

3

4

of the laboratory medicine all work together as a team to prevent

patients from gathering in one place and improve staff operations.

Since all essential staff are working separately, it is safe to visit the
hospital because there will be no contact with ordinary patients.

Those with fever or pneumonia must be treated only in the

public relief clinic. The professors of pulmonology and the infectious

disease work on a 24-hour shift. Since only an average of 10 patients

per day visit the clinic, it is difficult to think the system is efficient
for hospital operations. In the initial response to COVID-19, more
than 20 patients visited the screening clinics a day, but the number
of patients decreased to less than ten a day as six health centers in

Jeju started to operate the screening clinics. More than 10 cases are

reported considering those taking COVID-19 tests before admitted to
the ward and or the intensive care unit.

The eleventh patient with confirmed infection, the first

community-acquired case of Jeju, was treated at this clinic. He tested

negative on two diagnostic tests during his isolation, but as soon as

symptoms developed, the patient was asked to be treated at a relief

clinic, not a general clinic. In such cases, the public health center

1. Jeju government officials visiting the walk-through screening clinic

5

2. Governer, Won Hee-ryong, visiting the public relief center at Jeju Halla hospital
3. Screening clinic at Jeju National University Hospital

4. Medical staff at Public Relief Hospital of Jeju National University Hospital
5. Medical staff holding a present from a citizen

ⒸJeju Special Self-Governing Province, Jeju National University Hospital
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and the provincial government share the patient information in advance to prevent contact with other patients. Once

examined at the public relief clinic, patients with suspected COVID-19 will receive the virus test in the screening clinic
set up outside the hospital. To be precise, the eleventh patient was confirmed at the screening clinic, where medical

staff works with protective equipment (full body protection) equivalent to level D. The clinicians (wearing goggles,
masks, and gowns) exposed to the eleventh confirmed patient were forced in active self-quarantine in the hospital.
While self-diagnosing for two weeks, any symptoms found must be reported and a viral test will be conducted if

necessary. Fortunately, no medical staff showed symptoms yet. If a person tests positive in the screening clinic, all
the contacts are monitored. However, because the crew here wear fortified protective equipment, monitoring will

end if there is no symptom during active control without being classified as a contact. Working in protective gear for

a long time is exhausting, not to mention wearing it itself, but the medical staff is doing their best to prevent internal
infections in the clinic.

Among the forty-three wards of Jeju University Hospital are eight beds with national-designated negative pressure

and rooms for critically ill patients. Thirteen confirmed patients were admitted in and discharged from the hospital. It
seems that things got under control compared to other cities like Daegu, where many patients were confirmed with

COVID-19, but it does not stop the staff from preparing for any possibility. For instance, they are making education and
simulation programs for operations, deliveries and funerals taking the Daegu case as a reference. More specifically, if a

pregnant woman traveling to Jeju must give birth during the COVID-19 emergency, the hospital will simulate possible

procedures for operation and the newborn and make all the preparations beforehand. A funeral can be rather
problematic. If a corona patient dies, he or she must go to the crematorium. Then specific procedures need to be set
up in order to separate it from general funerals. They are making thorough preparations by drawing up a protocol.

The Jeju Special Self-Governing Province Office, Jeju Health Center, and the hospital are running the health and

hygiene division, the infectious disease care team, and the hospital division, respectively. They create a teamwork in
doing what they are doing, protecting Jeju in the first line of defense against any possibility anywhere anytime.

Shops and places visited by confirmed patients
How has COVID-10 changed lives Jeju?

On March 7, the Jeju government revealed information about the COVID-19 patient who took a trip to Jeju from

Seoul. The sales of the restaurants, famous for Braised Spicy Monkfish, reduced to exactly half after the visit by
the patient. Once I stopped at a restaurant in Wimi village, Seogwipo, for lunch, the owner told me I was the only

customer he had that day. He explained that the whereabouts of the confirmed case was disclosed the day before,

who stayed in the neighborhood for ten days. He also told me that his restaurant was not even in the travel route

disclosed, saying with a sigh that he would have to close earlier that day. In addition to the effect on the local

restaurants, more than 90 percent of the tourism service sector suffered significant damage. The adverse effects
are spreading across industries, including construction. According to a 2020 survey on the current state of COVID-19
damage conducted by the Jeju Chamber of Commerce and Industry with 115 companies in the region, 74.8 percent

of them suffered from COVID-19. It is also true with professional workers. When the court closed from February 25
14

to March 6, the lawyers also suffered from economic trouble. Sales decreased by less than half, and clientele also
reduced. The sales of doctor’s offices dropped as well.

I heard a new art gallery, a cultural facility for tourists in the east of Jeju, has been closed. Since public or national

museums are operated on tax money, closing for a few months cannot give much economic blow to them. Private

ones, however, is a different story. On February 20, the Kim Taek-hwa museum received a notice from the Ministry
of Culture, Sports and Tourism to report whether private museums
have been closed. On March 5, they received a Response Guidance

of Businesses to prevent and control the spread of COVID-19 via
e-mail. On March 16, they got another e-mail about measures such

as managing facilities quarantine in case of patients with confirmed
COVID-19. On March 25, an intensive social distancing campaign and
disinfection support for equipment began.

The private art gallery opened on December 16, 2019, and has been

temporarily closed since February 24, 2020, due to the increase of
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COVID-19 patients. The damage is not only the loss of visitors but also
the financial difficulty caused by the decrease in sales triggered by the

simultaneous suspension of art shops and cafes in the museum. The
mental and financial damage of artists caused by the cancellation of

the planning, exhibition, and performance programs is also significant.
"The chill air of the museum, which has stopped everything during
the most active promotion period after its opening, is stifled," a

museum official said. Although the Jeju provincial government and
the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism did not recommend a
recess, the "intensive social distancing" was thought to be an indirect
recommendation to facilities and the museum was actively following

the advice. Almost every school has postponed the opening date

6. Panoramic view of Kim Taek-hwa Art Museum
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7. Kim Taek-hwa Art Museum temporarily closed
ⒸEditorial Staff

and finally decided to open as non-face-to-face classes, creating video lectures, and providing students with live
online classes. The trial and error of this unfamiliar class are reported in various ways. It is a pity for the elementary

school students who have never seen their classmates and their teacher, and the parents who are restricted from
all the usual activities caring for their children who are stuck at home. A self-employed, who runs a flower shop, said
with a sigh, "the floricultural industry is the hardest hit." In Spring, which is a popular season for wedding, almost

all weddings were cancelled or delayed. Almost 90 percent of photoshoots in February and March were called off.
All the special events and celebrations at schools and workplaces, concentrated mostly in January and March, such

as graduation and entrance ceremonies or promotions at work, literally stopped. It feels like it is spring, but flowers

do not bloom, and birds do not sing. Nevertheless, the cherry blossom season came and gone, and now it is the
season for forsythia and canola flowers. Even some flower beds were plowed, or flower plants were cut down for fear

that the they might attract crowds. Flower-viewing is thought to be a sin nowadays. The daily lives of people have
stopped, but the clock of nature keeps running as usual regardless of COVID-19.
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Citizens Doing What They Can Do Today

See Hope for
Community Resilience
Written by Kim Na-sol, president of Jeju Square

The ability to withstand, absorb and adapt to external impacts is called

resilience, or the ability to return to the place. This robust community can
quickly and efficiently recover daily life from the external effect of a disaster.

It will also transform the crisis into an opportunity to improve its ability to

build a more secure and robust social foundation. The government is actively
taking various measures to deal with the COVID-19 situation, and residents are

voluntarily managing personal hygiene and practicing social distancing and self-

isolation. This article introduces other voluntary movements and efforts, such as
creating a new communication culture.
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IT Technology

After the COVID-19 outbreak, Lee Ho-jun, president of the IT education company ‘Paul Lab ICT

Research Institute of Technology', developed a Web site called Live Corona Map Service (https://

livecorona.co.kr/), which visualizes data from the Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,

which handles the statistics and information of infected people in local regions. The company has
provided services through a total of 10 projects with more than 80 volunteers. The Jeju provincial
government, Naver, and Leaders in INdustry-university Cooperation (LINC+) quickly cooperated and

provided data, server, and map-based services. Lee said, "when people with skills work together, it
can be a big help for millions of people." He stressed that there is a lot of work for those with skills
to do for society.

1

2

1. Lee Ho-jun, President of Paul Lab ICT Research Institute of Technology Ⓒ Editorial staff
2. Live Corona Map Service

3
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Busking project to overcome COVID-19
"Performing artists have to merely survive from January to February. But

once concerts begin to be held in Spring, they can catch their breath. I teach
children writing skills at schools or libraries, but now I am literally experiencing
the words "starved to death” because I have not worked or started work yet.

Now, I can see how the plague brought changes in the arts when it swept
Europe. Singer Luppy took time off from school and went on endless winter

vacations. At a time like this, I am not sure if being a freelancer is a good thing.
Is it because I did not work hard enough? The literature program that I had

applied was postponed, and all the schedules were either cancelled or delayed.

Still, I refuse to come to my senses and feel like watching the movie Mori, The
Artist's Habitat again.”

- From poet Hyun Take-hoon’s social media timeline

Accordion player Woo Sang-im
ⒸWoo Sang-im

Although March has come, most of the events and concerts have been canceled, and it is impossible

to meet audiences. The accordion player, Woo Sang-im, does not stop performing even under these

circumstances. She uploads videos of herself playing the accordion at Sancheondan under the cherry
blossoms, Hangpaduri fortress site, and Jeju International Passenger Terminal on Youtube or her SNS

accounts to reach out to her audience. They gave positive feedback with comments that they enjoyed
the scenery and her performance.

A live club’s online performance
At the live club "Day and Night," regularly held events, Monthly Live, and

Open Mic were canceled. Instead, they planned social media performances
live on Instagram to raise money for charities.

"This online performance was conducted by Ryu Jun-young, singer-

songwriter from Jeju, at his own expense. The concert was performed
when COVID-19 was at its peak. All we had was our staff in the audience

and we didn’t raise much money, but we are pretty happy that over one

hundred people watched us on Facebook Live and that they loved it,” said
the club owner.
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Live Club 'Day and night' ⒸDay and Night

Anti-coronavirus song
Lee Ji-Eun, songwriter and president of "Story Music," wrote the Anti-coronavirus Song. It was sung

by her daughter, Yang Soyul, and the lyrics and sound sources were posted on YouTube and her blog,

suggesting a challenge to sing it, dance to it, or play it on instruments. Lee said she was motivated by two
things. "I heard about a restaurant that offered food to those in need and about people who volunteered
to work in Daegu. I began this project hoping that such good deeds will continue. And I wanted to

change this warlike atmosphere that makes it easy to blame others for this unexpected situation to more
positive and brighter one. It is hard to do something big, but I just found something I can do, and I can
do it now. In the lyrics, I wrote 'a beam of warm hand.' I used the phrase to describe the small but warm

act of reaching out to hold their hands with your heart, to call them and offer nice words, and so on.”
While explaining, she hoped this challenge would be of a little help for people to cope with the situation.

On/off-line photo exhibition and mask donation
There is a case in which a number of companies and cultural and arts

organizations support for the elderly and Daegu. A nonprofit organization
"JEJUGRAPHIE" hosted a donation-exhibition, titled "Corona & Mask

Virus," with Photo Portal Photoma, as a prologue to an international
photo festival JEJUGRAPHIE 2020. About 30 artists from various

genres took part in the online exhibition using the platform of Photo
Portal Photoma. Off-line exhibition was held at the gallery café "Art in
Myeongdoam" from April 22 to May 5. 40 percent of the proceeds went
to a social cooperative Neulsom Creative Studio to make face masks,

which were donated to a charity for the disabled in Daegu through Green
Postman, a black-and-white photo studio in Daegu, and to a Busan civic

"Good boundary”
one of the photographs entered in the
exhibition. ⒸYang Si-yeong

group and a nursing home in Jeju through Jeju Graphie. “This project we executed with artists and arts

organizations was a part of ‘monitoring points’, in which all participants shared through their artistic
activities and embraced art as a virtuous circle of precious life,” says Lee Jae-jeong, president of Jeju
Graphie.
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Supporting the economy of Jeju and small business owners
Attempts and efforts to support micro-enterprises and economies of Jeju are seen everywhere on the

island. Jeju Youth Contents Association of Jeju (Oh Sung-mok, president) has created a series of video
images that promote products from companies in Jeju and posted on social media. "I hope our small
act of sharing for Jeju will help the local economy," he wrote. "It started out as something to pass the

time because all the scheduled events were canceled. We made two commercial parodies with motifs

of Jeju products and they were well received. So, we decided to make ten more. What we started to
escape from boredom and get some laughs out of it has turned into something to share with others

and help them laugh. We hope that this coronavirus pandemic ends soon and that Jeju goes back to
the way it used to be, lively and bustling,” he said.

Stock images from Jeju product commercials created by the Jeju Youth Content Association ⒸJeju Youth Content Association

Another company called "Ilowa" receives applications from small business owners, takes pictures

in their shops, designs content for social media free of charge, and feeds them on social media. The

company says that it is regrettable that they are not able to visit all the businesses as quickly as possible

due to the limited time under current conditions. Asked why they don’t charge the small businesses for
the marketing cost, they answered, "We did use to charge, which was a great help in our early days. Now

we offer them our service for free as a way of repaying them for their support. Plus, small businesses are
not doing so well financially. It is our own way of fulfilling social responsibilities within our resources.”

Employees of Ilowa ⒸIlowa Inc.
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Marketing image for a cafe made free of charge ⒸIlowa Inc.

Campaign to stop hatred from going viral by shopkeepers
Eight shopkeepers in Jeju City gathered to roll out a campaign to help

encourage the right behaviors and avoid hatred towards the infected. They
planned the campaign to help each other cope with the situation and be

each other’s pillar in going through such a difficult time. More specifically,

they encourage businesses to maintain meticulous hygiene to stop the
spread of COVID-19, make sure they as well as customers wear face masks,

and disinfect their hands often. Another topic of the campaign was to retrain
themselves from making hate speeches towards the infected and society.

Participating shops included Mujorisil Cooperative, Gusuk Camera, Rhythm
and Blues, Mirae Books, Bistro the Barn, Under the Sunshine, Cafe Dandan,
Motoongi Closet, and the Jeju City Communication Cooperation Center.

Hatred prevention campaign sticker

Community needs mental recovery of its individual members

to improve its resilience. Flexible people are known to be able to
sympathize with the pain of others and form a comprehensive and stable

network by combining their own strong and weak points and those of
others. Taking a peep at attempts across Jeju and at the citizens asking

and doing what they can do in their place gives us hope for the Jeju
community's resilience. And I ask myself: What can I do now, what is it
that I should do?

Illustration Mike Jung
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Feature 1 The Crisis of Jeju Tourism on the Edge of a Cliff

The Crisis of Jeju Tourism on the Edge of a Cliff

All-out War against COVID-19
Written by Park Sung-woo, Jejusori reporter, Photographed by Editorial staff

Long lines of taxis waiting for tourists
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"It was around late January when the coronavirus broke out, wasn’t it?

I just wanted to make it through this one month. It was offseason anyway.
A month passed, and sales were cut in half.

Another month passed; it was cut in half again.

Keep holding on? It seems there was no use in the first place.”
Jeju as a tourist destination would normally have fifteen million visitors a year or one out of four Korean

population would have visited it annually. With the attack of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), the number fell to
the bottom of the cliff. It took less than 15 days for the disease to make local industries sink into the quagmire.

A restaurant facing the sea in Aewol, Jeju City, run by Shin Sung-wook, is a popular place for tourists to enjoy the

ocean view. In January, when COVID-19 began to spread, sales halved compared with other years, and in February,
he had to see sales drop to one-fourth of what they were last year.

The situation got worse when Jeju, known to be free from the virus, began to have confirmed cases infected

through visitors from mainland. When he got to the point where he could not even make the ends meet, he had to
terminate his life insurance and cancel installment

savings. Holding on to a faint hope for months that
things would get better after a month, he poured

out his heart of desperation, saying that he finally
gave up hope.

A theme park in Aewol, much sought after by

family visitors to see life-size sculptures or models
of dinosaurs, has seen its daily visitor number

plummet from 1,000 to less than 100. Sales also fell
to one-tenth of its average. The gigantic dinosaur

A raw fish restaurant in Awol-eup, struggling with slumping sales

sculpture, measuring 28m in length, looks small
now after losing the purpose of its existence.

"I have around 20 people on the payroll, but I

can’t afford the labor cost anymore. The longer

we stay open, the more damage we have to risk,”
said Hong Jong-hoon, president of Jeju Dinosaur

Theme Park. "I hear Koreans who can’t trip
overseas are coming to Jeju, but they don’t come

inside to avoid possible infection. More often than

The theme park looking very empty with its tourist flow being halted

not they just stroll on the beach or the street to
enjoy spring flowers," he said.

Travel agencies marketing and attracting travelers are virtually “open without any business”. The Corona effect

left people no longer looking for programs such as group package tours, corporate seminars, and events, through
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which people worry about possible collective infection. Even

used the airport. It was also the first time in 11 years that the

are facing is that they wish what they say, "sales were down by

Moreover, the dark clouds of COVID-19 blocked the air

individual tour programs were canceled. The bleak reality they

number of monthly passengers recorded below 1 million.

98 percent," were a lie.

routes all over the globe. The figure (3,626) of international flight

primary and hardest hit by the virus is travel agencies. According

still on the decline. Although the outbreak in Korea is steadily

Hong Su-seon, president of Hyujeju Travel, says that the

to her, almost all of them had to send their employees on unpaid

leaves or apply for employment retention subsidies. All she has

been doing lately is taking calls from the clients who have made
reservations long before the outbreak asking whether they can
come, she bleated feebly.

passengers in March, already down by 98.1 percent year on year,
coming under control, the thick black cloud of global pandemic
is still hanging over many parts of the world. While it is still

uncertain whether international flights will resume, many airlines
are being driving into bankruptcy.

The tourism industry of Jeju, paralyzed by coronavirus,

The crisis of the industry reflected in the numbers is rather

is leading to a vicious circle of the local economy. A survey

Airports Corporation, the number of passengers who used Jeju

with less than three million won monthly sales increased from 15

severe. According to the aviation statistics system of Korea
International Airport in March dropped to the lowest level in 12
years. The number for the month stood at 979,490, a whopping

58.9 percent decrease from the same month last year. It was the

lowest point in 12 years since March 2008, when 940,548 people

conducted by Jeju Institute shows that the number of businesses
percent to 47 percent after the coronavirus outbreak, while that
of businesses with monthly sales of over 1.5 million won fell from
35.4 percent to 18.2 percent since COVID-19.

The impact of COVID-19 has caused a domino effect in the

airlines, travel agencies, and lodging industry. The number of

applications for unemployment benefits in Jeju is the highest in

the nation. As of April 13, 728 companies applied for employment
retention subsidies for 1,539 workers in total. The number of paid
temporary leaves was 7,015 people, or 66.5 percent, and the
number of paid suspensions was 3,524 people, or 33.4 percent.

Ironically, Jeju is home to more than 700,000 residents and

cannot just concentrate on the speed of recovery in tourist
arrivals. It is one of the most iconic tourist destinations in Korea,
but before that, it is also the home for the locals to lead their

ordinary lives in healthy manners. The two sides of Jeju as a

place, which are weighing different importance, face a terrible
dilemma that the Jeju society has not solved.

During the extended holiday from April 30 through May 5,

which included Buddha’s Birthday, Labor Day, and Children’s

Day, the number of visitors to Jeju Island exceeded 190,000.

Tourism of Jeju enjoyed the excitement after days and weeks of
cold, harsh atmosphere,
The empty lounge of Jeju airport ⒸJeju Special Self-Governing Province
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Paradoxically, the government of Jeju was put on the highest

alert during the same period. After serious consideration,

Governor Won Hee-ryong announced a statement to the nation
asking them to “restrain themselves from traveling to Jeju if

possible.” It was because he decided that he must keep the
absolute values of the community in his hands, which include his

duties as governor to protect Jeju Island from the disease and his
tasks to revitalize the local economy based on tourism.

It was against this backdrop of grave concern that he added

"We do not have COVID-19 completely under control. But if
you still decide to come to Jeju, we kindly ask that you come
prepared to keep yourself, your neighbors, and Jeju from the
virus.”

As coronavirus cases were significantly reduced nationwide,

the focus of Jeju government was fixed on economic recovery.
Governor Won formed a consultative body after declaring an

economic emergency, titled "Pan-provincial Crisis Management
Council," which has been the center of his ambitious project to
revive the economy.

The council is composed of over 130 private institutions,

organizations, and specialists in six different fields, which include
economy, tourism, construction, primary industry, community,

and social welfare. They are discussing measures for emergency
support and sustainable economic stimulation. An emergency

financial support group is also in operation to connect the work
of the provincial government and the council.

Local small and medium enterprises, micro enterprises, and

the self-employed are supported by the special management

stabilization fund. The total amount of support has been
increased from 700 billion won to 900 billion won, and

businesses in 41 categories can access this fund for up to 100
million won.

The exclusive guarantee program of the Jeju Credit Guarantee

Foundation to give businesses credit up to 30 million won was
quickly exhausted due to the rush of applicants. However,

Jeju province put out the fire and secured additional funds by

prompting the government and consulting closely with the Korea
Credit Guarantee Foundation. The existing balance of 5 billion

won was combined with the allocated amount of 20 billion won
from the foundation, which was matched by the local expense. A

A deserted street due to Corona 19 ⒸJeju Special Self-Governing Province

total of 50 billion won credit has been added to the program.

To ensure employment stability, the province has cut interest

rates and extended repayment of principal and interest. In

addition to the 200 billion won fund for tourism industry, the
province postponed repayments of 270 billion won loans. For
the primary industries, the amount of fund rose by 70 billion

won to 250 billion won, and lowered interest rates from 0.9 to 0.7
percent.

"The longer the COVID-19 situation lasts, the more serious crisis

Jeju economy is expected to face," said Hyun Dai-sung, head
of the planning and coordination division at the Jeju provincial
office. "We will do our best to prevent the spread of the infectious
disease and to prepare a system and support to overcome the
economic crisis as early as possible," he said.

The tourism industry and economy of Jeju was smooth sailing

before it hit an unexpected snag of COVID-19. Now that we have

reached a point where just holding on seems to be the best
strategy, we need to prepare for the post corona era, honing our
sword and smooth the rough edges.

The current crisis may be a sign that we have entered an

economic ice age of the global economy Still, when the COVID-19
pandemic ends, the tourism industry is sure to regain its vitality

with the eruption of the desire of travel, one of many suppressed
wishes of mankind. We will have to come up with diversified
measures for the changed future to come.
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Feature 1 Report from the Battlefield

A Daily Log of
COVID-19 for 100 Days
Written by Jung In-bo, Chief of Health and Hygiene Division, Jeju Special Self-Governing Province
ⒸJeju Special Self-Governing Province

The launch of Emergency Response Office under
the direct leadership of Governor Won Hee-ryong
The office used all its resources to block the virus from entering
the province by proactively pushing ahead with a COVID-19
response system, setting its alert level at red, a notch higher than
the national level.
Considering that Jeju is an international tourism city, Jeju province
on January 27 entered an emergency system separate from the
national response whose alert level was at orange. With this,
Emergency Response Office, directed by Governor Won, began
operating in earnest and all-out-war against the virus started off.

May 5 marked 100th day since Jeju fought against the battle with

coronavirus.

To protect the lives and safety of residents, Jeju Island is

responding aggressively to the situation within the country.

Led by Jeju Governor, Emergency Response Office was launched

on January 27, and entered into an emergency system on red alert

level, higher than that of the nation, taking into consideration the
fact that Jeju is a very much visited part of the country by both
Koreans and foreigners.

The provincial quarantine authorities on February 1 was given

a notice from Jeju Regional Office of Aviation under the Ministry of

Land, Infrastructure and Transport that a Chinese tourist returning
home from a trip to Jeju was confirmed to be infected. The province
immediately set up and conducted epidemiological investigation to

identify the travel routes of contacts and initiate follow-up measures.
It was a preemptive measure carried out independently from the

government’s guidelines, referring to Germany’s case where the

disease can spread during the latent period, two days before any
symptoms begin to show. The government later acknowledged this
as a formal case.

As the month of May is passing by, many people are still doing

their best to protect the lives and safety of Jeju residents
in the ongoing fight against COVID-19 and their efforts
have been logged into a journal.
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Park Min-hwa

01. 27

Special transportation management for
Chinese students

Installation of thermal cameras at the airport and
ferry terminals

Special transportation for Chinese students was expanded to all
domestic flights, and the operation period was also extended to
mid-March. While isolating the Chinese students for two weeks
after arrival, the province took proactive measures to relieve
anxiety among residents and ensure the safety of the quarantined
students. The measures received positive responses from the
foreign students, most of whom gave full, systematic cooperation in
using the temporary facilities such as college dormitories.

Upon receiving the notification, on February 1, from the regional
aviation office under the Transport Ministry of a confirmed case
of a Chinese tourist, Jeju province followed up the information by
identifying the traveling routes of the patient and those of contacts.
Beefing up the national guidelines for the international passenger
terminal, the province installed thermographic cameras at major
doors, including the domestic terminal of the airport and ferry
terminals.

02. 02

02. 05

02. 18

Community organizations’ 'We Protect Our
Neighborhood' movement in Full Swing

Suspension of visa waiver program
Jeju suggested “suspending the visa waiver program” to the
government to prevent COVID-19 from entering from foreign
countries. The suspension of the program is the first time in 18 years
since its introduction. The move has been praised that it was indeed
a preemptive measure to prevent the spread of epidemic which first
broke out in Wuhan, China, and that it has contributed to curbing the
spread. Besides, the province made several recommendations to the
government, including

Jeju province announced that it had launched a campaign
"We Protect Our Neighborhood" on February 4, and that 40
organizations participated from 43 administrative districts,
disinfecting 13,479 crowd facilities. They include Community
Cooperation Committee (Chairman Jeon Mun-su), under the Panprovincial Crisis Management Council, self-sustaining groups,
community leaders, and resident committees.
These groups promote personal hygiene practices, disinfect
facilities, and produce and distribute quarantine items (masks,
hand disinfectants) to prevent COVID-19 infection.

▲establishment of a thermal inspection system for air and seaports,
▲utilization of private data, such as mobile phones, when identifying the route,
▲state-funded tourism promotion fund,
▲delegation of authority to disclose information of the routes of confirmed cases, and
▲designation of special zones for industrial crisis response.
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The active monitoring of 643 Shincheonji believers in Jeju ended.
Jeju government announced that the active monitoring of 643
believers of Shincheonji Church based in Jeju was over as of 00:00
a.m., March 12. Following the guidelines of the Korea Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, instructing active monitoring on
the church’s followers for 14 days from February 26, the day the
list was provided, the province checked on them by phone twice a
day and identified that 77 of them showed symptoms. They were
tested immediately, and the results came out as negative for all.
The province set out the phone examination at 20:00, February 26,
when the list was provided and completed the primary survey by
22:00 on the same day. With the cooperation of the police and the
officials of Shincheonji in Jeju, the province finished the telephone
examination on all on the list by the 28th of February.

'Safety first,' Emergency support for visitors from
Daegu and N. Gyeongsang Province
The province determined a set of guidelines to request cooperation
from and provide emergency aid for those arriving from Daegu
and North Gyeongsang Province and implemented it on March 5.
In an effort to preemptively respond to possible spread within the
community caused by those with a history of visiting the areas,
the province is running tests in the order of priorities based on the
capacity of medical institutions and available resources.
Those who have visited the above areas within two weeks are subject
to the test, and the priorities are as follows:

▲1. Residents of Jeju (address on resident registration: Jeju Special Self-Governing Province)
▲2. Non-residents who have stayed in Jeju for more than a week
▲3. Visitors due to unavoidable circumstances (business trip, students of Jeju universities, etc.)

03. 05

03. 07

03. 12

Disposal of residential and medical
wastes of COVID-19
Jeju provincial government purchased 4,890
biohazard waste disposal bags and 515 disinfectants
for waste from February 3 through March 7 to dispose
of garbage from people in self-isolation. It provided
them to six local health centers and Jeju University
free of charge. Daily waste from self-isolators is put in a
medical waste bag and disinfected at least once a day
and covered and stored airtight. When isolation ends,
the waste is put in a normal waste bag and discharged
at the Clean House, which is incinerated afterwards.
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Discussion of follow-up measures related to the announcement
to encourage participation in "strong social distancing"
As a subsequent action to the government’s announcement,
Jeju province decided to conduct a joint inspection on closely
monitored businesses with high contagion risk, including karaoke
rooms, PC rooms, indoor gyms, private educational institutes,
religious facilities, and call centers. Accordingly, a joint inspection
team was formed, consisting of relevant departments and divisions
and administrative units, to conduct a large-scale monitoring on
the businesses above.
It is planning on checking compliance with epidemic control
guidelines, while recommending closing of those with highest
infection risk.

03. 21

Airport walk-through test for new arrivals

Jeju’s Emergency Life Support Funds (1st) paid out

Jeju province established a system for Jeju Airport to
prevent and control epidemics, which includes the walkthrough diagnosis and subsequent management scheme
for visitors to Jeju. Diagnostic tests are carried out at a walkthrough screening clinic set up outside the airport for all
passengers identified by the quarantine station or directed
at the arrival hall of Jeju International Airport. If testing
positive, the person will be transferred to a hospital. If a
passenger from North America or Europe tests negative, he
or she will be self-contained for 14 days.

Jeju Province has been receiving applications for the
disaster relief fund through Happy Dream Portal since
April 20. On-site application started on April 27 at each
community center across the province. To minimize
inconvenience in applying for the fund, the procedure has
been streamlined so eligible residents for the fund can
apply just with an identification card. Filing objection from
those excluded from the fund is available from April 27

03. 27

03. 30

through May 29.

04. 20

04. 30

Special entry procedure against extended
holiday, Season 2

A lawsuit against mother and daughter,
studying in the U.S., confirmed to be infected
Jeju Province has filed a civil suit against the pair, A (19,
daughter) and B (mother, tested positive on April 26) seeking
damages for having to carry out disease prevention and
quarantine work. The joint lawsuit plaintiffs include two
businesses which were forced to close and two residents who
have had to quarantine since interacting with the women. “I
hope to send a strong warning against actions that threaten
the deadly struggle of the medical workers, the endeavor of
the disease prevention workers, and the participation of our
people in their fight against coronavirus,” Governor Won Heeryong said in a statement.

Jeju Province has activated special arrival procedure
season 2 in preparation for the increase in tourists during
the extended holiday, which starts on August 30. First of
all, Jeju strengthened the thermal detection standard from
37.5 ℃ to 37.3 ℃, expanding target population of COVID-19
tests. The effectiveness of the thermal inspection was raised
by forming a line and maintaining the distance of 1 meter.
An additional two (2) double-pressure sample collection
booths were installed at the walk-through screening clinic
to enhance testing capabilities. With the cooperation of the
regional headquarters of the Korea Airports Corporation
and the airlines, Jeju Province is going to instruct all arrivals
of the special procedure in advance.
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Feature 2 72nd anniversary of Jeju 4·3

72nd Anniversary of Jeju 4·3

In the Midst of the
COVID-19 Pandemic,
Quiet Resonance of
Peace Jeju 4·3

COVID-19, which has changed our daily lives, also affected this year's
72nd Anniversary of the 4·3 victims' memorial service. Jeju Province has

decided to reduce the scale of the event in consideration of the various
political chaos and the safety of the residents. Although the decision is

deplorable when making 4·3 national as well as global is more urgent

than anything, the downscale of the event rather became a reminder
that the Jeju 4·3 is something that we always need to remember and

strive to pass down at all times the value of "peace, human rights,
reconciliation, and coexistence" to the next generation. We have

gathered some 4·3 stories of the 72nd Anniversary, which was quite
different and thus incredibly special.

Feature 2 Jeju 4·3, Thoughts at 72nd Anniversary

Memorial Tablets Enshrinement Room in Jeju 4·3 Peace Park
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Jeju 4.3,
nd
Thoughts at 72 Anniversary
Written by Jung In-bo, President of Jeju Writers’ Association
Photography by Kang Jeong-hyo

Jeju 4.3 and cholera
If you ever attempt to look into why the 4·3 of

Jeju was marked as a cruel story in the history of

Korea’s liberation process, you will never find a

simple answer. Thus, the conclusion of the Jeju 4.3
Incident Investigation Report explains as follows:

"Contrary to the initial expectations of

Korea's liberation from Japanese colonial rule,

Korea was greatly affected by a number of
problems coinciding with each other, including

going into summer. On August 29, 1946, the official

death toll from cholera reached 7,193 nationwide
and 369 in Jeju. If this is true, cholera must have
caused heavy casualties in Jeju alone. However,

it seems to be the case not only in 1946 but in the
midst of the 4·3 incident.

"We were suffering from famine, and to top it

all, the infection was going around. My father died

of it, too. The two couples next to us were also
killed by cholera."

It was attested by a resident living in a strategic

unemployment of the returning population,

village, Jungjone, Nohyung, in the Spring of 1949.

due to cholera, and severe famine, while the

they would fetch water from the well and left in

shortage of necessities, loss of hundreds of people

failure of the U.S. policy of rice, the transformation

of the Japanese police into military police force,
and the profiteering of the military administration
all became major social problems."

Let's focus on the hundreds of deaths caused

by cholera, one of the causes of the outbreak of
Jeju 4·3.

Cholera began to spread from parts of South

Korea in the spring of 1946. By June, cholera

When the plague spread and many were dying,

front of the patients' houses to keep them inside.

The old saying "when plague is around, you can’t

trust no one.” is a lesson from 4·3 that still applies
today, when strict "social distancing" is strongly

encouraged in the face of a national disaster with
COVID-19.

4·3 72nd anniversary and COVID 19

patients were also found on Jeju Island. Then the

COVID 19 calls for many restrictions and controls

area, controlling the traffic going in by forcing six

January, when we were first planning the annual

U.S. military declared Jeju as a cholera-infected
days of quarantine.

According to the U.S. military administration,

it seemed that cholera became more rampant

on existing practices throughout our society. Since
commemoration ceremony, we set our goals in

making the 72nd year of the April 3 the time to pass

on the core values of reconciliation, coexistence,
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Ritual to pray for the resentment over April 3 incident to be satisfied and to wish for mutual growth, Nohyung Village

peace and human rights to future generations. But the

and ⑤ operation of an anti-epidemic response team. The

Jeju and the bereaved families of 4·3 victims.

Jeju 4·3 Peace Park on the day of the event were advised to

situation under COVID 19 has strained both the residents of

If the situation died down at least a bit, it would be pushed
ahead as planned, but there was no sign of it. In response
to the policy of "extreme social distance" to prevent COVID

10 from spreading within communities, all entities involved,
and the public agreed that the event be significantly scaled
down and simplified. In particular, the agreement from the
bereaved families of the 4·3 victims was the key.

residents and the victims’ families who wanted to visit the
do so after the ceremony through public notice. There were
concerns that the event might turn into a "political arena"
ahead of the general election on April 15.

4·3, the unstoppable challenges of solution
On March 27, with the 72nd anniversary of the Jeju April

In previous years, the ceremony was attended by more

3 Incident ahead, the Committee on Discovering the Truth

other regions. This year, however, those susceptible to the

convened the 25th session of 4·3 Central Committee and

than 15,000 bereaved families, residents, and visitors from
virus and from outside of Jeju were restrained to attend

in principle according to the official guidelines by central

and local governments. Hence, the number of participants
was reduced to less than 150. Besides, measures were

taken at the venue in preparing the event, such as ①

seating arrangement with sufficient distance in between, ②
questionnaire for all participants to fill out, ③ operation of
on-site clinic for emergencies, ④ setting up thermal sensors,
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and Restoration of Victims (Chairman: Chung Sye-kyun)
presented an agenda for 8,059 people deliberated by the 4·3

Working Committee (Chairman: Won Hee-ryong, governor).
During the session, the final review and resolution was

made against the victims and their families who were

reported and filed in 2018, when the local government was

receiving additional reports of victims and the bereaved.
As a result, the number of victims of Jeju 4·3 increased to
14,532 (10,422 deaths, 3,631 missing, 195 disabled, and 284

Empty 4·3 Memorial Hall closed due to COVID 19

wrongfully jailed), and 80,451 people have been officially

and the bereaved family, who have been constantly

However, given that there still are victims and families

a stern reality that we should not stop from this point. It

acknowledged to be bereaved families.

who have failed to report their cases, a systematic institution

is needed to grant additional opportunities for reporting in
the future.

There are other issues that need to be addressed by

the government and the National Assembly, including
operating the 4·3 trauma center, excavating remains of 4·3

victims, supporting DNA tests on the remains, and revising
the special act on 4·3 with key focuses on compensation for

demanding for the resolution of the issue. However, it is
is time for the government and the National Assembly to
step forward to fulfill their promises and to come up with
results of the solution as soon as possible. U.S. human rights

activist Martin Luther King said, "wait has almost always

meant “never”. He also said, “Justice too long delayed is
justice denied.” We must never forget that the bereaved
families of old age cannot afford to wait any longer.

victims and their families, nullification of military trials, and
punishment for denying or distorting truth about 4·3.

Fortunately, President Moon Jae-in, who attended the

ceremony for the 72nd anniversary, promised government
support for the above-mentioned issues, consoling the

Jeju people and their bereaved families by defining April 3
incident as "a moving history that has saved hope out of

sorrow." In addition, those who won the April 15 general
election in Jeju are making the revision of the special law
their top priority. This reflects the wishes of the Jeju residents

Remains excavated from Mokshimul Cave
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Feature 2 Additional Fact-finding Report for Jeju 4·3 Published

The Jeju April 3 Additional Fact-finding
Report published
Written by Yang Jeong-shim, research director of Jeju 4·3 Peace Foundation
Photo courtesy of Jeju 4·3 Peace Foundation

Additional Fact-finding Report on
Jeju April 3 Incident

The first volume of the additional fact-finding

into 18 categories by assailant, injury, trial, and

of the special act on April 3 and the publication

identified during the additional investigation was

report, the first of its 16 years after the enactment
of the government's "Jeju April 3 Incident
Investigation Report," was published.

also reported to have reached 1,200.

The process of confirming the damage of each

The Jeju 4·3 Peace Foundation (chief director:

village revealed that there were 26 cases of mass

on damage done by town, mass slaughter cases,

which more than 50 people were killed in one

Yang Jo-hoon) issued a massive 770-page report

missing cases of convicted people, preventive

custody victims, excavating remains of the
missing, adverse impact on school education,

and harm inflicted upon soldiers, police officers,
and rightists.

The new report also revealed the details of

damage to 165 villages. The report documents

in detail 14,442 people who were confirmed as

victims following the total inspection conducted

in 2019 on the 165 ruined villages in 12 townships

at the time of the incident, by classifying them
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remains. The number of unreported victims

slaughter occurred throughout the province, in

place. All the victims in the mass killing have been
identified. Even a single case whose number of

victims is less than 50 was categorized as mass
slaughter if such brutal act was done repeatedly

at the same place. In addition to the Bukchon-ri

case, which is already known for its damage from
massacre, the report fleshes out many details of
other mass killing cases including Yeongdumang

in Gujwa-myeon and the killing in front of
Jocheon police substation.

According to the results of the investigation on

A police report submitted as ‘confidential’ on April 28, 1947, regarding the March 1 shooting incident and the March
10 general strike, by Jeju police inspector general to Director General of the U.S. Army's Police Agency, Director
General of the judiciary branch, and Chief of the Supreme Prosecutor's Office. The police define the reckless shooting
incident as the "March 1 Riot Attack."

March 1949, residents had to show identification issued in the name of the chief of the 2nd Regiment Military Police
(Capt. Cho Young-gu) to obtain the permission of the police chief whenever they moved.
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missing victims, the number of victims who were killed

loss of educational facilities and school management in

confirmed by the Commission on April 3. Regarding this,

The total number of casualties in military, police, right-

by missing names was 4,255, or 645 more than the 3,610

93 schools.

the report says "There were many cases in which victims

wing groups adds up to 1,091, including 162 soldiers,

deceased.

discrepancies between the previous report in 2003 and

whose bodies had not been recovered were filed as

The report also sheds light on 2,261 victims convicted

and jailed but missing, especially on those imprisoned in
Kyeongin and Honam areas.

And the excavation of the remains of the missing

289 police officers, and 640 rightists. There are some

the new one: the total number and the casualties in police

force increased from 1,051 and 232 respectively, while the
those in military down from 180.

The additional fact-finding report also contains 198

was also investigated and is documented in detail. It

detailed charts of damage types. The book also contains

around Hwabukcheon stream in May 2006, and the

killings, the list of which is added in the ‘index’ at the end

includes the excavation project conducted in the fields
one in Jeju International Airport in 2018. A total of 405
human remains was recovered, of which 133 bodies were

the names of 5,550 victims, including those of mass
of the book for the sake of credibility.

In particular, the number 14,442 confirmed and

identified as of December 2019. Continuous excavation

provided by the Central Committee was based on the

challenge for the additional investigation to tackle.

reclassified the victims based on the actual address of

and identification of those buried in secret is also a key

The investigation on preventive custody that occurred

shortly after the Korean War in 1950 finds that 566 people

were victimized during the enforcement, of whom 40
were identified in the remains and 13 were found to have

victims’ permanent address, while the recent survey
residence at the time of the incident. It was because the
previous system would cause errors in finding facts as the
victimized areas and persons would not match.

For instance, Nohyeong-ri, which suffered the most

been jailed or died from aftereffects of torture. However,

devastating damage, was regrouped to change the

the remaining 513 people, which should be added to the

and Gashiri from 407 to 421. The distribution map of

it is still difficult to confirm the identity and whereabouts of
the further investigation to conduct.

As for the adverse impacts on school education, April

3 incident caused 700 human casualties, including 271

teachers and 429 students, and material damage such as
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figure from 544 to 538, while Bukchon-ri from 419 to 446,

4·3 victims by village, which was made based on their
permanent address, was also newly created according to
the address of residence, and included in the "Additional
Fact-finding Report".

Minbodan members of Nohyeong, Jeju, in training in 1949.
The Lee Seung-man government organized civilians as "civilian supporting squad,
Minbodan" and mobilized them for military and police campaigns.
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Nohyeong-ri, Jeju-eup, which had the most casualties with 538 deaths, was rebuilt in the 1950s.
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In addition, pictures regarding the truth finding and

regaining the victims’ honor have been put together with
those taken during the incident to make a pictorial.

Assigned to the further investigation project through

the 4·3 special act revision, the 4·3 Peace Foundation

be a set of detailed accounts to look deep into individual

cases and get to the bottom of the incident. Based on the
(first) fact-finding report, the additional fact-finding report
contains elaborate results on each specific subject.

Meanwhile, Lee Nak-yeon, former Prime Minister, said

organized an additional fact-finding team in 2012 to

in his speech at the ceremony, "There is a monument

until 2016. However, that fact that the team’s term

a meaning that someday the monument will stand tall

conduct factual surveys by village and by category
ended without publishing a report raised the need for a

permanent organization to conduct further investigations.
In October 2018, the April 3 Peace Foundation established
a research office.

without an epitaph at the 4·3 Peace Memorial. It contains

with the names of 4·3 inscribed. I would like to believe
that this very additional report will serve as a critical step
in engraving epitaphs on the monument.”

"This additional fact-finding report will be an important

As soon as the foundation’s research office was

step in finding out the truth of the 4·3 and setting the

report. The team supplemented the previous investigation

the restoration of the victims and their families," Governor

opened, it organized a publishing team to get right on the

to finally publish the first volume of “additional fact-finding
report”. The report was edited by Professor Seo Joong-

record straight, and I believe it will greatly contribute to
Won Hee-ryong said in his speech.

This additional fact-finding report is only the first

seok (emeritus professor of Sungkyunkwan University),

volume. The 4·3 Peace Foundation will continue to

As more victims were reported and acknowledged, the

The foundation plans to continue further investigation

who is known as the Master of Modern History.

number of victims at the time of publishing the report was

higher than that at the time of the investigation. Although

reflecting the change to the report was not an easy task
with the number being the basis for analysis, the team

expanded the scale to 14,442 victims, as confirmed in
December 2019, to conclude the report.

If the government’s report published in 2003 was a

general summary of the incident to seek to find the truth

conduct additional investigations and publish the reports.
into the roles and responsibilities of the U.S., additional

investigations into missing victims, and survey on the

damage inflicted on overseas Koreans, and to publish the
results in the second and third volumes of the report.

The new report may leave much to be desired, but we

hope it provides more elaborate accounts of April 3 and
some consolation to the victims and their families.

and regain honor, the additional fact-finding report would
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Why write ‘flowers have not yet bloomed’

Participating in the Jeju
4·3 Women's Records
Written by Kim Shin-sook poet, member of the Jeju Women's Association
Photo by Editorial staff
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Illustration Ahn Jae-seon

It is the 72nd anniversary of Jeju 4·3. The commemoration ceremony was significantly scaled down

due to COVID 19. There were no buses from each village with elderly people at the ceremony. It was
empty but clear. Although the cherry blossoms were everywhere in the downtown area, the cherry trees

around the Peace Park were not ready to bloom yet. Soon spring flowers will come running up here.
The trees were swaying embracing the transparent wind, waiting for the spring flowers that were about

to arrive. It seems that they begged everyone not to come for fear that elderly people might get ill and
lose health by attending the ceremony. Hollow Jeju 4·3 Peace Park, it felt like you could hear the clear
water running in a creek of solidarity inside the park.

I have been working with the Jeju Women's Association's 4·3 Women's Committee to transcribe and

document interviews with the elderly ladies who went through 4·3. We are going into the third year.
The old ladies we met made us realize the saying "when an old man dies, a library burns". In fact, if we

call the old people books in the library, though it feels like we treat them as tool and open them up and
read them, some of us who don’t go to the library often are just
relieved to know that there is one in the neighborhood. We

can make errors, being human and all, but we have books by
our side to validate, criticize, and to refrain from making those
errors. The stories of the old people who lived life we never
lived provide as much stability as the library.

The stories of the old ladies about Jeju 4·3 should blossom

even more. Just like the trees waiting for flowers that are not

there yet in the mid-mountain area, 4·3 awaits the stories of the
old ladies. When they tell me about their stories, I just become

humble and grateful. Human life can be terrible in error, but
every year spring flowers bloom and streams run clearer with
Jeju Women’s Association ©Jeju Yeo Min Hoi

the spirit of those who survived.
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The oral history project of the 4·3 Institute was an unprecedented one in scale

throughout the country. According to the statistics of the witnesses interviewed from

2004 to 2008, there were 594 men and 434 women. The ratio of women to men is
similar in numbers, but the cases of women in the oral history are far less than those

of men. Moreover, the questionnaire itself was made up of questions that asked an
overview of the case, so in such a patriarchal culture as Jeju’s, the male-centered

damage was needed to be recorded as much as possible. Both researchers and

interviewees confessed that they could not afford to look at 4·3 from a feminist
perspective during those years.

As they say, “I just wanted to survive and I’ve come this far,” the women of Jeju

had to struggle just to get by and did not have the luxury to look back on their past.

The female victims’ cases are recorded as testimony only when they inevitably must

be disclosed, such as being battered naked, electrical torture, sexual harassment,

sexual molestation and so on. However, the cases like sexual abuse of individuals
or forced marriage have not been counted in the 4·3 damage report. Women's lives
have been omitted in the study of 4·3.

Since April 3 incident happened during the time when military culture from

the Japanese colonial rule was still followed, heinous sexual tortures were often

performed on women. It disgusts me and makes me shudder to read testimonies
of such things. When you stories about women forced to run with grenades in their
clothes, or those brought under the moonlight to pick out pretty ones, who were

never to return home, it's hard to imagine how serious the suffering we don't know
was the women had to endure. The strong will to discover the pain of women left

out in the history and to reveal it thoroughly with the torch of wrath is suddenly lost
before the testimony of horrendous tortures.

We put out the torch while working on the oral history project for women of Jeju

4·3. It was because we confirmed that women made Jeju 4, 3 a hope, not a pain. In

the spring the women had a lot of work to do both in the sea and in the fields. In the
village of Bukchon, where lives were taken as if a mountain burnt down overnight,
young women took care of their surviving family working in the fields and the sea.
Even after marriage, they stayed and settled to keep the village from disappearing.

Though the mother was blind and poor because of the torture, but her shrewd
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A poem by Mrs. Kang Ik-su “Password”

1

daughter Maeng-su left home at the age of 16 and got a job at the factory.

She did not want to go back to her hometown, Jeju, to her blind mother and the

absence of her father. At the time of April 3, the village was full of death. Maeng-su’s

mother was tortured. Even when she was being beaten hanging upside down, she did not

say a word for fear that her three-year-old daughter would be killed if she said anything.
Although her mother lost her sight because of the torture, Maeng-su had to have a beastly
childhood just like her name, and she left her home at 13 determined not to return ever
again, Maeng-su, who is now over 70 years old, tries to recover the old wounds with her
mother who is over 90 years old.

Jeju just went through a long, long winter, but flowers will soon be blooming.

There are still many places where flowers will bloom for the women of Jeju who have

survived. We tried to find pain, but we read hope instead. I hope the path to trace the
history of women will be the one to face Jeju 4·3 as spring.

1. The graveyard for the mission in the peace park
2. Chrysanthemums in the memorial ceremony

2
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The 72nd Anniversary Commemoration Ceremony

President Moon Jae-in's Promise,
Urging the Revision of the Special Act on 4·3
Written by Han Sang-hee, school inspector, Seogwipo Office of Education
Photo courtesy of Jeju Special Self-Governing Province

President Moon Jae-in, First Lady Kim Jung-sook, Justice Minister Choo Mi-ae, Jeju Special Self-Governing Governor won Hee-ryong, and Song Seung-mun, t
he president of the bereaved families' Association, attending the memorial ceremony for the 4·3 victims.
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What scars, responsibilities, and assignments does the past crimes committed by the State leave

to next generations?

The resolution of the Jeju April 3 incident is not just about finding truth but also about its impact

on the present and the future of the entire community of Jeju. Therefore, transmission of the history

of 4·3 through generations should be done by not just passing down the memories but also reflection
with efforts for repentance, conciliation, and unity as a civil education for our contemporaries.

This year's theme for the commemoration ceremony for 4·3 victims marking the 72nd anniversary

is transmission through generation. The ceremony was prepared under the slogan "Let us share

it, the spirit of 4·3! Feel it, Peace and Human Rights," but the actual event held at the 4·3 Peace Park
was reduced to the effect of COVID 19, with minimal participants attending. At 10:00 a.m., the siren

sounded across Jeju Island, and many residents of Jeju, although they did not attend the ceremony,
paid a silent tribute to the victims at their own seats.

1

Moon Jae-in's attendance at the ceremony is the second following the 70th anniversary in 2018.

In addition, the police honor guard attended the event for the first time as a gesture of reconciliation
and coexistence and provided flowers and incense, exercising due courtesy towards the victims of the
April 3.

About 150 people attended the ceremony, including President Moon, the Minister of Justice Choo

Mi-ae, Song Seung-moon, chair of the bereaved families’ association, Yang Jo-hoon, chair of the Jeju
4·3 Peace Foundation, and some of the bereaved families and officials of relevant organizations. The
addresses to greet the audience were replaced in writing. The ceremony was followed by a reading

of words for a silent prayer by Chair Song Seung-moon, offering flowers and burning incense by
President and First Lady, the national ritual, a memorial speech, a reading of a bereaved family’s story,
and performances with videos.

The pictures of bereaved families taken at the killing site shows
what needs to be done.

In particular, when singer Kim Jin-ho, a member of SG Wannabe, sang the song "Family

Photo," pictures of a victim’s family displayed on a large screen, clearly showing the theme of this

2

1. Park In-saeng, a 4·3 victim’s wife, with the runway of Jeju Airport in sight.
2. Lee Jung-heung, a victim’s son, at Namjubong, Yeondong

year’s ceremony. The picture of the woman with Jeju Airport in the background appeared to call
for recovering the remains of the victims who were shot and secretly buried at the time of 4·3. The
screen then showed a photo of Lee Jung-heung, who served as the president of the surviving

family of the missing after losing his father, killed by court martial during 4·3. He died a few years

ago while leading the investigation and exoneration of those tried and convicted by court martial.
The picture was speaking eloquently how urgent it is for the National Assembly to pass the revised
law on April 3, which contains a provision to invalidate the court martial.

Photo courtesy of Photographer Kim Eun-joo
(from her exhibition “Again, Spring” in honor of the 4·3 victims
and families for the 70th anniversary)
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President Moon urged the government to address

the revised bill of the Special Act on April 3, which
contains the clause, "reparation for the damage and
nullification of the court martial.

Just like two years ago when he was at the 70th anniversary

3

commemoration, President Moon pledged "to meet the national
responsibilities for seeking exoneration of the victims and their families.

In his speech, he said, "It is a responsibility of the state to embrace their

pain and restore their life and honor, stressing that what a state must do is to
embody the truth not just with historical justice but also with legal justice.

"The amendment to the Special Act on 4·3, which will be the solid ground

for reparation and compensation to completely resolve 4·3, is still pending

at the National Assembly. So far only a handful have received reparation
through individual lawsuits, and the closest thing to compensation most of

the surviving families get is the medical aid and living support. As president, I

have a heavy heart that no legal reparation or compensation has been made
for the tragic incident,” he said in his speech.

Moon defined 4·3 as “a great pain of the modern Korean history as well

as a little sorrow of Jeju”, and said Jeju had dreamed of true independence
beyond liberation and longed for peace and unification above division,
emphasizing the values of peace, human rights, and unification.

When congratulating the publication of the "Additional Report, President

Moon stressed the need for an ongoing further investigation, saying that

"we must find out what was fabricated at the site of the massacre, what was
bound by us, and what led to the death of Jeju Island."
4
3. Song Seung-moon, Chair of the 4·3 bereaved families’ association, who is praying the deceased
4. Moon Jae-in, who is giving a speech.

Referring to the soon-to-be-open 4·3 Trauma Center to heal the wounds

and pains of the surviving victims and the bereaved families, established by

the foundation, commissioned by the government, President promised his
full support for the operation so that “Jeju residents can rid themselves of

their bitter feelings and their burdens." “We will get things ready for the center
to be promoted into a national one as soon as the relevant laws are passed,"
he said.

Quoting Martin Luther King, "Justice too long delayed is justice denied,”

Moon said, "not only the surviving victims but also the bereaved families

are over seventy, and witnesses who remember the situation at the time
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can no longer afford to lose their time as they are reaching advanced ages

themselves,” urging the National Assembly to revise the Special Act on April 3.

sorrow, he concluded.

In terms of the issues to be addressed, he said "The resolution of 4·3 is

not a matter of politics and ideology. It is a matter of a quite common and

human attitude that empathize with the pain of neighbors and respects
people. The resolution of 4·3 is the path to ‘justice and reconciliation,’ a way to
redress the wrong past that abused life and violated human rights according
to internationally established universal standards," laying weight on the values
of reconciliation, coexistence, peace and human rights to resolve 4·3 issues.

"4·3 is the past and our future," Moon said. "The efforts for reconciliation

and peace of the nation began on the day of April 3rd. The government will

take a step toward reconciliation, coexistence, peace, and human rights with

Jeju residents, the bereaved families, and the nation. The story of truth, justice,
and reconciliation, which began from 4·3, will be left to our descendants as a
history of touching story that saved hope from sorrow, he concluded.

“Lessons of 4·3 Learned and Handed Down”, Reading

of a letter to a great grandfather

Kim Dae-ho, who is reading the story of his family

Father in the Family Photo... "turned into manure to
make me blossom”

By the time my days of youth started to wear, only then could I see yours,

The slogan of this year’s commemoration is "Let us share it, the spirit of

of the damsel with a smiling face in the family photo, when her blooming

The bereaved family's story was introduced by Kim Dae-ho (age 15,

you into manure just to flower me, I would save it every bit, to make sure to

4·3! Feel it, Peace and Human Rights,”

grade 2 in Ara middle school), whose great grandfather Yang Ji-hong
returned to his family through a briefing on the excavation of the remains
of the Peace Foundation on January 22, 2020. “Grandfather,” Kim said,

days finally come back to me, every bit of your scorched time, that turned
flower your smile

A song resonated across the 4·3 Peace Park where the commemoration

reading the letter, “I am so grateful that you have finally come home to us,

ceremony was being held. It is a song by singer Kim Jin-ho titled "Family

like to thank everyone who helped find you.” "Now that you have in your

alone on the sites where victims were killed, were shown on a large screen.

to my grandmother. On behalf of my great grandpa and grandma, I would

arms your father you have longed to see for more than 70 years, I need you
grandma to let go of your sorrow and stay with me long and healthy,” said

Kim looking at his grandmother. Yang Chun-ja, Kim's grandmother and the

victim’s surviving daughter, sat shedding and wiping out tears for the whole
time.

Yang, who could not fight back her tears any longer, burst in crying in

front of her father’s urn, and her grandson comforted her by her side. The

audience could not help but feel pity watching them. that saved hope from

Photo". While the song was sung, photographs of bereaved families, left
They were taken by photographer Kim Eun-ju and the 70th Anniversary

Commemoration Project Committee, marking the 70th anniversary of April
3 in 2018.

Surviving families of the victims were then under 10 or in their teens.

Though they lost their parents and became orphans, they rebuilt the
villages that burnt to the ground and restored the community of Jeju.

Despite the grave violation of peace and human rights, the bereaved

families have upheld peace and protected human rights with the noble
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spirit of forgiveness and reconciliation, putting down their vengeful thoughts

Moon wrote, "Yeongmowon is a space of cohesion to commemorate the

left alone at a young age did not even have a torn and faded photograph.

fought against adversaries, and the victims killed in the village. It opened in

and hatred. However, 72 years ago, children who lost their parents and were

At the very place where innocent lives were brutally victimized stand their

wives, sons and daughters, brothers, and nephews and nieces, as if they are

protecting the site. They have risen from the tragedy without their families
growing up, only with a heart full of longing for them. The eyes of the

patriots and heroes from Hagwi who helped the country become free and
2003 with three monuments for those who sacrificed for their nation and

the 4·3 victims, all of which are inscribed with inspirational words that touch
the heart.”

He shared one of the inscriptions, which reads, “when reflecting our past,

surviving families attending the ceremony were filled with yearning for their

we realize all were victims. As we are setting up this monumental stone to

The images of those missing their husbands, wives, fathers, and mothers,

shall hold their hands.' "This will be the spirit of 4·3," Moon said. "If you have

loved ones while watching the panorama of “family picture without family”.
were flashing past through the song.

mean that we all forgive you, the dead shall close their eyes, and the living
a chance to visit it (Yeongmowon), I suggest you read the full text."

Youngmowon, located in the village of Hagwi-ri, Awol-eup, Jeju City, is a

memorial space created by the villagers and figures from the village, who
raised the money themselves. Led by a village council of elders and leaders

of the community, the project to place together the souls of 4·3 victims as
well as the police and the military was completed without any financial aid
from governments.

Active peace, the task of everyone, learning from

the memorial ceremony
Kim Jin-ho, a singer performing at the memorial

President Moon visits Yeongmowon, "Those dead,
may your eyes be closed with peace. Those living,
hold hands with each other,” “this is the spirit of 4·3."

Looking at the root of the barbaric violence committed during 4·3,

one can find that the cold war on a global scale and the division of Korea
lie underneath it. 4·3 is therefore a symbol that reminds us of the value

of peace, unification, and human rights. Although the Cold War has
disappeared, wars and slaughters are taking place around the world, and
the battle between the powerful countries has never ended.

Despite the atrocious human rights violations at the time of 4·3, the

In a speech marking the 70th anniversary of 4·3, President Moon

restoration of the Jeju community by overcoming conflicts and pain by

altar created by placing the monuments of the fallen heroes who died

the tragic incident. We need to learn to be considerate towards and reach

introduced Yeongmowon by saying, "in the village of Hagwi is a memorial
protecting the country and those of 4·3 victims together in one site. The
monuments were set up to mean that “all are forgiven because all are
victims”

After attending the ceremony this year, President Moon visited the site of

memorial monuments in Hagwi to pay his respect. In his SNS afterwards,
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peaceful means can be seen as a lesson toward "active peace" through
out to the socially weak and alienated, including the disabled, the aged

living alone, women, and foreign workers who are still vulnerable to danger
and in welfare blind spot, and to pursue active peace in the context of
past history similar to that of the Fourth and Third. When peace is a must

in the process of resolving conflicts and problems beyond simply being

The 72nd anniversary 4·3 commemoration ceremony with social distancing applied

against war, education of active peace can become a cultural movement

the absence of indirect or structural violence. We hope that peace and

If government agencies and civic organizations as well as citizens set a

emphasized in this year’s ceremony, will be laid in every part of Jeju society

throughout society.

leading example in promoting active peace just as they did to cope with
COVID 19, the meaning of 4·3 can expand as civil and social education.

The people of Jeju have overcome the aftermath of the enormous

human rights, the value of unification, and restoration of justice, which were
and in the center of the spread to the Baekdudaegan mountains and to the
world.

sacrifices of 4·3 with the spirit of reconciliation and coexistence. Now,
it should become a sacred place for peace and human rights that can

contribute to peace between the two Koreas, Northeast Asia, and the world.
The government has already declared Jeju as an "island of world

peace." It acknowledged that the experience and lessons of the 4·3 are
the foundations of peace. However, the true meaning of peace that we

must pursue is not just the absence of war or physical violence, but also
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On Jeju Island

Meet the Sound
Landscape
Written by Kim Hyun-ju / Photo courtesy of Kim Chang Hoon
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Recording on Mulchot Oreum

Certain sounds have a special place in our hearts that usher in

a powerful sense of nostalgia. The sounds of the quiet mountain

temple, the sounds of the sea at night, the sounds of turning pages
of an old book, all become memories of the old time and place.

The huge, faint, shimmering Milky Way seen from a horse pasture

at 2 in the morning, the view of the stars moving in the sky comes

to mind only when you close your eyes. The memories of the day,

which I experienced in the dark with every fiber of my body, are
full of distant thunder and the sound of low, sonorous whispers of

horses echoing in the wet air along with the rush of wind sweeping

through the trees and grass in the fields. Although we live in a world
full of sounds, of clocks, cars, and computer fans, we do not really

hear anything. The work of finding sounds among the myriad of
meaningless noises and assigning special meaning to them is what
is called soundscape.

The soundscape, first used in the 1960’s by Murray Schafer,

a maestro of contemporary music of Canada, is the acoustic

environment as perceived by humans, or memories of landscape
created by sounds. The soundscape is after all the photograph as
well as the landscape picture made of sounds, which captures the
moment in sound and overlaps us of the past and present.

The sounds of Jeju conjure up a scenery
from a memory.
In Korea, the work to find meaning in sounds and formulate

1

soundscape has been underway. "Sound Explorer" Kim Chang-

hoon, who is working with naturally generated sounds in special
places throughout the country, helps us revisit memories

of familiar Jeju through a rather unfamiliar process called

soundscape. He rolls out the unique images of Jeju with his
soundscape by gathering noises resonating innermost and deep
inside of Jeju which only an attentive ear can hear. From the

natural wonders of the Mulcho volcanic cone in Saryeoni Forest,
the sound of the thundering frogs of Gapado, to the familiar

voices of friendly old ladies, he is creating new ways to remember
Jeju delivering the noises of daily lives across the island.

2

3

1. Kim Chang-hoon, audio director

Scan the QR code to

3. Jeju Soundscape vol. 2

source.

2. Jeju Soundscape Vol. 1

listen to the audio
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Listening to the sound that takes me on a journey
to meet myself
As the harsh waves that had cooled and weathered the hot volcanic island of

Jeju long ago were what comforted and helped Jeju’s ladies overcome or endure

hardships along the way, the sound and people influence each other at every
moment and change the landscape in our memories The beach of Wolljeong where

a boat is heard in the distance, Gwandeokjeong the old government building guarding
the city alone, the vitality of people in the traditional five-day market of Hallim,

Noksan-ro street where some traffic sounds in between the sounds of bees and birds,
Saryeoni with a lush gotjawal forest, Abu oreum the cedar trees of which sway in the
wind, the tranquil old Confucius school of Daejeong with the sound of rain, and the

1

sound of pebbles bumping each other on the shore of Aljakji, these sounds evoke
the stunning moment anyone experienced in Jeju at one time or another, the split
second capturing the moment.

The sound of a thousand-year-old
Bijarim nutmeg forest breathing
Director Kim says that the sounds spewing from the forests and volcanic cones

of Jeju such as Saryeoni and Bijarim are particularly unique. The sound of camphor
leaves in the wind that can only be heard in Jeju, and the trembling of the huge trees

2

a few centuries old, have the power to move basic human emotions. As you listen

quietly to the energy that nature gives you, your sense of daily weight fades away, and

you can reach a moment when there is only you and the sound that surrounds you in
an infinite, strange space.

"I can't forget the time of oneness of the ego and
the outside world I felt in the serene forest of Jeju, gotjawal.”
Listen quietly to the vivid soundscape only Jeju can show, the sound of bamboo

grass leaves waving in the mist-filled nutmeg forest of Bijarim, and the water dripping

1. Recording in the Bijarim Nutmeg Forest

the forlorn but rich sound.

4. Recording on the path of canolla flowers

on the dark porous rocks, and you can empty your mind and feel a great relief from
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2. Lee Sang-sook, an elderly lady in Jeju SoundScape Vol. 2
3. A roe deer passing by while recording in gotjawal

3

"If you don't listen steadily to mere noises and the sounds
that are being forgotten, the good ones will gradually
disappear.”
Modern society is an environment surrounded by the pollution of sound, where

precious sounds

The process of remembering nature of the present with sound like Kim Chang-

hoon's wishes to record the fading sounds of Jeju nature as a more meaningful scene

would be possible only with the sympathy of many people who know the difference
of sound rather than the power of one person. Today, how about a visit to the magical
Jeju Island in his soundscape?

4
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Jeju Is a Much More
Precious Island Than
We Know

Written by Moon Kyeong-su, a science Explorer & honorary resident of Jeju Special Self-Governing Province
Photos courtesy of Yoon Jong-yoon

I have been exploring for 17 years and met many foreign scientists. They frequently asked me, who is from

Korea, "Have you been to Jeju Island?" Not knowing the value of Jeju nature at that time, I said there are

some beautiful landscapes on Jeju island, and I told them about popular tourist attractions, famous cafes, and

restaurants, only to find their faces clouded. "Why do you explore overseas when Korea has an island with a lot

of scientific value like Jeju Island?", they asked me again. I thought they were just saying it out of courtesy at
first, but after that, I was asked a similar question no matter where I was exploring. "Have you been to Jeju?"
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Every time I was in such a situation, I found myself

repeating the superficial answer that Jeju is a beautiful

Island," and couldn’t help but feel I am in some kind of
debt to Jeju. In the meantime, I happened to explore the
Hawaiian Big Island in 2009, which is similar in formation

to Jeju Island. I ran into a retired volcanologist at the
Thomas A. Jaggar Museum in Volcano National Park, who

welcomed me, saying that the last wish before his death
was to go to Jeju Island in Korea. Wondering why such
a great scholar in volcanology would say something like
that, I asked him. He said three things.

1. Moon Kyung-soo, science explore

1

2. Baeknokdam Crater

3. Jusangjeolidae, or hexagonal rocks

First of all, he called Jeju the brother Island of Hawaii.

Seen from the side, the volcanoes in the middle of the
two islands look like a shield facing up as the slops are

quite gentle. That is why a volcano such as Mount Halla
is called a "shield volcano". This is because the thin lava,

like tomato juice, has solidified. Such type of volcano
has gentle slops because the lava flows down quickly

due to its low viscosity. Second, he said he wanted to

go to Gotjawal, or forest in local term. Although volcanic

islands like Jeju are not ideal for plant cultivation due to
their different land and soil properties, they have created
unique ecosystems such as Gotjawal, which can only be

found on volcanic islands. Gotjawal of Jeju is the only

forest ecosystem on earth where Southern and Northern

Limit plants co-exist. And finally, he said he wanted to

2

watch the lives of Jeju residents who live on Gotjawal.

To me, who thought Jeju was nothing more than a

place with beautiful scenery, his answer was shocking.

The kind of Jeju he knows and wants to see is what lies
beyond the beautiful surface, a treasure trove of geology,

ecology, and anthropologic diversity. The encounter with
him motivated me to explore Jeju.

I would like to share another story that involves Jeju

and is amusing. Siegfried Genthe, a German journalist, was
the first westerner to climb Mt. Halla and introduce to the

West its height, which is 1,950 m. He earned a degree in

3
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Geology in Germany and became a journalist, and he felt a strong urge to explore at the sight of Mt. Halla while he
was passing Jeju on a boat to go to China.

After many twists and turns, he arrived on Jeju Island, but climbing Mt. Halla was not easy because of the people’s

opposition. However, after his persistent persuasion, he received an approval, and he finally climbed Mt. Halla with

guards and a local who knew his way around Mt. Halla. And in his travel log `Genthe’s Travels in Jeju` published

in 1905, he wrote, "There would not be so many places on earth like Mount Halla of Jeju, where such a vast and
impressive panoramic view unfolds before one’s eyes."

According to the book "the Story of Halla," by Kang Jeong-Hyo, a former president of Jeju People’s Artist

Federation and photographer for nearly 20 years, Jean-Marie Gustave Le Clézio, who won the Nobel prize in literature
also expressed the beauty of Jeju by saying, "I come to Jeju like a bird eager to come every day to the beautiful place
he stumbled upon flying about.” The feeling from Jeju's natural beauty transcends borders and ideologies, making us
feel not so different after all.

We are proud of Jeju Island, but we often forget about its value. This November, Korea's first general meeting of the

UNESCO World Geological Park Jeju will be held, the largest event ever with more than 1,500 participants from over
70 countries. The general meeting is an opportunity to promote the value and status of Jeju's World Natural Heritage

to the world. With this, I myself have a new goal as an honorary resident of Jeju. I want to let more people know
about the pristine nature of Jeju Island, which is always discovered but soon forgotten.

4

5

4. The sunset of Chagwido Islet
5. Gasiri Village

6
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7

6. Mt. Halla from the sea

7. Seongsan Sunrise Peak

Nature of Jeju Island we are facing is our treasure that

has miraculously survived the rough weather and reckless
development. Remember that Jeju is a much more

precious island than we know and let us start with a small
act by getting out the message of scientists and explorers,

who share the value of Jeju, to your friends and family.
The time will surly come when Jeju Island is not just a

beautiful island in Korea, but an island that people around
the world want to visit because of its value.
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People Interview

“Fashion is not just about clothes. Fashion exists in the air where the wind indwells.
People feel and breathe in fashion. It exists in the air, in the street.

It exists everywhere. It originates in thoughts, formality, and events.”
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© Han Won-pyo

Creator of Emerald Green Wetsuits for Haenyeo

Park Lin-jun, Fashion Designer
Written by Han Hyung-jin, Jejusori reporter / Photography courtesy of Park Lin-jun

The words of Gabrielle Chanel, a world-renowned fashion

designer born in the 19th century and living in the 20th century,
have been proved again beyond the time and place through a

young designer from Jeju in the 21st century. It is none other
than Park Lin-jun, who has been paying attention to “Haenyeo”,

the root and foundation of his hometown Jeju, with his
exceptional sense of style and experiences on the world stage.
We met with Park in early March when the whole nation was
cowering under coronavirus threat.

There are three words to describe Park Lin-jun: President of

Pale Turquoise, director of haenyeo attire institute, and fashion
designer.

Before jumping into the world of fashion by opening Pale

Turquoise, a jade-green fashion showroom than stands out in
the Itaewon alley in Seoul in 2015, Park was an ordinary boy who
was born and raised in Jeju, moving to Busan and Seoul. He

spent most of his childhood through high school in Jeju. Since it

was a critical time in shaping personality, the natural and living
environment of Jeju was an excellent textbook for him to foster
fashion sense and understand society.

“I grew up watching the color of green, the wind, and the

stone. Maybe that was why I thought about environment a lot
‘Pale Turquoise,’ the fashion brand of Park Lin-jun, who used the color of Jeju sea as a motif

working in the fashion industry. I adopted the color of Jeju sea to
my brand Pale Turquoise.”
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While accumulating experience in the world’s fashion scenes,

including Seoul Fashion Week, London Trade Show, K11 Art Mall

invitational exhibition, Fashion Weeks in Wenzhou, Guangzhou,
and Shenzhen, Park averted his eyes to somewhere else. It was
environment and Jeju.

“When I was cast for a branding project in China, I saw it for myself

what the mass production distribution system really is. Looking at

the humongous scale of the fashion industry, I thought that being
in the business might mean the opposite of being environmental.
The enormous amount of production of fashion companies causes
environmental problems, which in turn triggers a host of campaigns

to resolve them. Since I cannot quit my job, I wanted to start a social

venture to preserve the environment while engaged in the industry.

A bag made of dumped shells, which has reproduced the coverings of marine
creatures in a new style through graphic printing and texture design. Made by
Pale Turquoise with a motif of shells of turtles and ammonites.

What I wanted to do, as a fashion designer, was to contribute to

the conservation of environment and create a brand that will help
maintain the reputation of my hometown Jeju. The Haenyeo Attire
Institute is the result of my pondering.”

Opening its doors in September 2019, the institute deals literally

in haenyeo attire, working clothes of woman divers of Jeju. It was an

ambitious start with a vision of not merely making clothes but also
expressing the culture, history, and value through the clothes. The first
output of the institute is the emerald green wetsuit made for Ko Ryeo-

jin, the youngest and third generation haenyeo. The emerald wetsuit
worn by Ko at the celebration of the Month of Korean Culture made a
deep impression on people’s mind.

Park and the institute have set an aggressive goal to change the

game in which a Japanese company is almost monopolizing the
wetsuit.

“The first generation haenyeos wore white garment for diving. The

second generation have been wearing the black wetsuit for the past 50
years. Plus, these dark wetsuits have always been made of yamamoto
rubber. It is regrettable that the system has not changed for decades.

There is no doubt that the performance of yamamoto rubber is widely
recognized. Considering the recent diplomatic issues involving Korea

and Japan, I thought it was time that wetsuits ‘made in Jeju’ were

about to appear. Hence the Haenyeo Attire Institute. We are working
with a local company that has been making wetsuits for 30 years.
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A fashion show hosted by International Fashion Expo, Wenzhou, China
By creating a collection with the jade green color of the sea of Jeju, his
hometown, Park drew much attention from the audience. Rashguard
Dress, in particular, was well received for its new style combining the
dress style and the functional clothing for water sports.

Wouldn’t the haenyeo, residents or even the entire Korean population feel proud when wetsuits designed by a Jeju

native are on the market? It would be most ideal if the wetsuit had durability for long hours of diving and the design
could represent the life of an individual haenyeo.”

The Haenyeo Attire Institute that Park is dreaming of is a fashion label that embraces the value of Jeju, never

restrained or swayed by ever-changing trends. He has ideas for collaboration projects working with poets, children’s

book writers, upcycling designers, and photographers to make a variety of small fashion items. The strong commitment
of a young promising designer to creating haenyeo attire, perfect for haenyeo and Jeju, and future oriented as well as
environmentally friendly, sounds too interesting and laudable to investigate the feasibility.

The Haenyeo Attire Institute is under construction scheduled to open in Jongdal-ri, Gujwa-eup within this year. A

traditional house is being renovated to create a comprehensive fashion and cultural space. Park Lin-jun, in his twenties,

prefers to be called fashion designer to president or director. Let us look forward to the day when his aspirant goal to “do
something really Jeju” will make all new haenyeo suit.

The emerald green wetsuit made by Park Lin-jun for Haenyeo Ko Ryeo-jin
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Mom’s Meal

Kim Mi-seon, Jeong Song-mi
Written by Choi Se-jin

Photographed by Editorial staff

Our soul

constantly craves
mom’s meals

Boiled pork slices served with a dip made from wild chives, watery kimchi made with tangerine, seasoned
canola with soybean paste, grilled sea bream with sesame oil, cold soup with soy bean paste, pickled green
garlic, low-salt fermented white saddled reef fish, blanched cabbage and radish, bingtteok

Coming home from doing all the muljil (diving and harvesting various marine

products) at the rough sea and working on the stony fields, our mothers would prepare
a simple but hearty meal for their children.

In the time of pandemic, damaging our economy as well as our body and soul, we

hunger not only for food to fill our stomach but also for something to fill our heart and
soul. What we need is a prescription of ‘Mom’s Meal’ to which will comfort our soul.

Kim Mi-seon and Jeong Song-mi, who argue that there is nothing like a meal of rice, tell
us about their warm meals of their mothers and soul food.
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Secret recipes passed through generations
“Mom’s meal is like strings that strengthen the relationships within the

family. The strings help us communicate and share feelings, and further,
connect the family with the rest of the world.”

Kim Mi-seon and Jeong Song-mi are leading their happy life tying those

strings.

Born and raised in Jeju, Kim had healthy and delicious food growing

up thanks to her mother who was a nutritionist, and naturally learned her
mother’s secrets to her food loved by all in the village. Jeong, on the other
hand, cultivated mushrooms for 7 years and ran a rice cake shop for 10 years
after she moved from Jeolla Province 20 years ago. It was 10 years back when

they first met with a common interest in traditional sauces. Since then, they
have been making different kinds of Korean sauces from scratch. They have
also been holding a monthly gathering to study and make indigenous local

food, titled ‘Jeju Traditional Food Society’. In 2019, Kim opened a restaurant

‘To Nature’ in her hometown Samdal Village in the east of Jeju Island, where
mom’s meal is served the way it used to be back in those days. The meals

they remember from their childhood are revived as what they place on the
table for their own children with lots of love and delicious memories.

2

1. Left: Jeong Song-mi / Right: Kim Mi-seon

They have been friends since they met a decade ago to learn how to make traditional sauces.

2. M
 ostly they make dipping sauce, which is easy to make and good to eat after only 3 months of

1
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fermentation, but they also make soybean paste with meju (fermented soybean lump) to get soy
sauce for soup making.

The day to summon mom’s meal
“When I was little, my mother would go and pick whatever was available in the

vegetable garden in the back of the house before mealtime and use it to make soup and

other side dishes. Occasionally she would nourish us with pork or the ‘fish’ (a.k.a. Sea
Bream). We used to call it ‘the fish’ because of its superb taste compared to other kinds of

sea creatures, which were called just fish or a fish. Every time I grill a sea bream, it reminds

of the meal mom prepared for us. Since the fish tastes salty, she would always serve it
with bingtteok (local snack made of buckwheat and radish often likened by pancake or

crepe). Bingtteok, made by spreading buckwheat batter thin on well-oiled pan and roll
the pancake with seasoned radish inside, has a rather bland taste. So, it is a perfect match

with the salty fish. We can see our ancestor’s wisdom in the dish: buckwheat is known to

remove excess heat from the body while radish helps improve digestive function. Jeju is
Grilled sea bream perfect with bingtteok in
tastes and nutrients.
You can use the tail of the fish to spread sesame
oil in just the right amount.

abundant with radish growing across the island, making it a usual ingredient in soup and
other side dishes.

They pulled out a radish from their garden, chopped it up, and blanched it in boiling

water. Then they served it with dipping soybean sauce for me to try, saying it was their
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favorite dish when growing up. They even ate it as snack between meals as it is easy to

prepare and easily digested. Now they have a variety of vegetables including cabbage

and bokchoy growing in the garden to put on the table along with the fermented white
saddled reef fish (jarijeot in local term) favored by adults when they were younger.

“Every household had their own vegetable garden back then. Even today I grow my

own vegetables, so it is so natural to fix up a meal with greens in season. These ingredients
are not pungent in taste or smell and all that is added to the natural taste is the touch of

the mother’s hand. And I realized that on top of that touch, the one thing crucial to the

3

secret recipe is good sauce. That is why we always have good bay salt shipped over, we
grow perilla plant to extract the oil, and we make sure we have soy sauce, soybean paste,

and pepper paste ready and in store before the spring comes. Now my daughters think
that it will be worthwhile to learn how to make at least the traditional sauce of all food
items.”

Kim and Jeong make the kind of sauce by fermenting soybean lumps called meju to

get soy sauce, but they also make makjang, or dipping sauce, ready to be consumed in

only 3 or 4 months in a pot after mixing the boiled soybeans and nuruk, or malt. In order
to enjoy the flavor of soybean paste to the fullest, they used to dissolve it in cold water and
add cucumber cut with a spoon to make soup.

When on a family picnic, they would bring a container with a spoonful of soybean

sauce to enjoy the cold soybean soup or just use it as a dip for radish, cabbage, carrots,
or cucumbers. The soybean sauce would make a great lunch box with full of nutrients,
saving all the trouble to pack a fancy lunch box.

“We had some hands over for pruning the other day. I made cold soybean soup with

cabbage and they enjoyed it so much that they said it was the very soup their mothers
used to make for them.”

The workers also liked the mulkimchi, or water kimchi, saying it tastes sweet-and-sour,

unique and smoothly going down, so much so that they asked what the secret was. Kim

said it was tangerine that makes it taste unique. It is also one of her children’s favorite
dishes. She said it is a good twist on her mom’s kimchi. Back in those days, red pepper

powder was a rare ingredient and women used ground carrot instead to make the kimchi

redder. Kim thought of it for her children who can’t east spicy food, and it has become
their soul food since then.

“In retrospect, we rarely ate out in our childhood. It was always our mom’s meal we

were raised on. We could not even imagine that meals were ‘something to buy’ back then.

To us meals were obviously to be eaten at home. As adults we would go eat at restaurants,
but we were never satisfied with what we had. Our soul has always longed for the meals

mom had made. That is true with our kids. When going through a tough time, they would
call me up and say they want mom’s meal. You know it feels great when someone enjoys
68

4

3. We collect seasonal greens from the garden.

4. Malt and boiled beans are mixed, put in a pot, and

left to age for 3 or 4 months before use. Makjang is
used in almost every local dish.

your food. It is an indescribable pleasure. Though their calls make me want my mother’s
meal, I comfort myself cooking for them.”

Although it may seem nothing special, perhaps mom’s meal is an ingredient, a driving

force that shape our soul. Sharing mom’s meals, strangers soon become family. Not the
one related by blood but one in our heart.

After a long day, it got me thinking of preparing a ‘mom’s meal’ with simple but soulful

food, picturing in my mind how much it would cheer up my family.

In this day and age where our bodies have become obese while our soul are more

and more emaciated, I think we need to ask ourselves this, “Am I, or is my family, eating
homecooked meals to feed our soul?”

Bangpung or Peucedanum japonicum, also known as coastal
hog fennel, gathered from the sandy ground by the sea not
the kind grown in gardens. It is known to have good fragrance
that it can be eaten raw with soybean dip sauce or in a salad.

Bingtteok recipe
➊C
 ut radish into thin strips, ➋ Add coarse salt, sesame oil, ➌ Make a batter with buckwheat
blanch in boiling water and
sesame seeds and mix it.
powder and water in similar
strain.
Sprinkle chopped scallions
proportion. Coat a heated pan
with sesame oil and spread the

➍ Let it cool on a bamboo tray.
Place the radish in the middle
of the pancake with space
on each side and roll it. Press
lightly on both ends of the roll.
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People Empathizing with Others

The Value of Cacao Promoted

from Jeju to Every Corner of the World

Cacao Family

Written by Lee Hye-ryeong / Photos provided by Cacao Family

Kim Jung-ah, president of Cacao Family
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Based in Sehwa-ri, Gujwa-eup, Jeju, Cacao Family is a local company

that imports cacao, a Mayan natives’ food source in Latin America, from
Guatemala, the home of the cacao plant. They roast the material to make
it into a wide variety of products. While most businesses in Jeju emphasize

on the distinctiveness of Jeju by utilizing the cultural content and natural
environment, Cacao Family brings in raw materials from abroad and

manufactures products, which is an exceedingly rare case in Jeju. Despite

1

concerns it would not be able to make it due to geographic limitations, Cacao
Family has shown remarkable growth in just three years exporting its products

to overseas markets including Taiwan and Vietnam, with a goal to gross 10
billion won in annual revenue within the next three years.

Returning home after living abroad for 10 years

2

Kim Jeong-ah, the head of the company, married ten years ago and moved to

Guatemala to live with her in-laws. Moving again to Mexico from Guatemala, Kim worked
as a music teacher and her husband, Lee In-wook, handled fair trade coffee for an NGO
there. They returned home to Jeju for childbirth after living abroad for a decade. Her
hometown had changed a lot since Kim left and her childhood neighbors either had
grown old or left the town for better jobs. Few young people are left in the village.

"It would be nice to have younger people in our town. Why don’t you try and move

back in with your family?"

It was Kim’s sister who suggested to Kim staying in Jeju, as she was feeling bad about

her hometown fast changing. So, Kim decided to try living in Jeju for just one year before
leaving for Guatemala. Now it has been eight years since then.

The first thing the couple did once settled back in their hometown was to run an

educational program. They received better responses than they expected that the office
of education invited them to run a teacher training program, which brought them an

Education Minister’s award. Lee, Kim’s husband, afterwards established an education

3

1. Cacao Family located in Sehwa-ri

2, 3. Products on display at the shop

company ‘Wind Factory’ for students, and has been running programs in career
development, economy, and environment with focuses on coffee, cacao, and sugar.

However worthwhile and rewarding running the enterprise may have been, it was surely

not a profitable one. They decided they needed a partner company to support Wind
Factory, resulting in ‘Cacao Family’.
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Beginning of mutually beneficial relationship connecting Jeju
and Guatemala through cacao

Cacao Family is not just a chocolate manufacturing company but a food tech

4

startup that promotes new cacao culture based on the stories and technologies
involving cacao. Cacao is a traditional food item from the ancient Maya. Also called

‘the food of Gods’ during the Mayan Civilization, the crop was treasured enough to
be used as currency, token of love, or offerings to Gods.

“After making some dishes using cacao, such as noodles, pasta, and salad, I

learned that cacao increases the flavors of other ingredients rather than stands out.
5

4. Cacao pod filled with white pulp

5. Different shapes and colors of cacao pods by variety

I thought that the most distinctive feature of cacao is that it harmonizes with other
ingredients instead of standing out alone.”

CEO Kim learned more about cacao as she was running the company and

thought that cacao fit the vision she and her husband are pursuing perfectly well.

Director Lee, her husband, himself visits farms in Guatemala and imports green

cacao beans from the local farmers. In order to help them get fair share of the

profit, Lee set up a trading corporation ‘Sí Señor’ in Guatemala. It can be easily
guessed that he must have had some trouble in handling a trading business due
to the geographical limitations, such as logistics cost. Perhaps he could have

chosen an easier, less costly way. Asked why he chose Jeju to do his business, he
answered,

“I never had in the first place such thoughts as it would be difficult to do a

trading business here because it is an island, or that I would have problems in
certain areas. To us, what I put first was figuring out if the path we were thinking

of was the right thing. I believed that if you focus on value and story, money will

automatically follow. What is difficult is not to make money but to do so without
losing the value you pursue in the meantime”

Cacao Family believes that purchasing cacao through fair process and

manufacturing good food with healthy recipes is mutually beneficial for cacao
growers, producers, and consumers. Hence, they publish this slogan:
‘Farmers, producers and consumers are all a family.’

For next generations
During the entire covering and interview, CEO Kim mentioned such particular words

as ‘community’, ‘value’, ‘coexistence’, and ‘connecting’ more often than others. She
Director Lee In-wook and local cacao farmers
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also stated that she wishes to put the value of Cacao Family in community recovery.

Green cacao beans on display at the shop

Ever since the story of Kim’s family was broadcast on public TV, Kim had a lot of

phone calls. Most of them were envious of the family’s life returning home but they

said they could not leave the city or find happiness in the city life. Kim felt sorry
for their stories that she decided to expand the business to create jobs for younger

people and help ease the mind of those who want to return home. Believing that it
is the first step to recover the community, she is having another busy day today.

Kim talked about the ‘dream’ of her own. It is a dream of a mother who wants to

raise five children.

“I would like three or four generations of my family to live in the same village

and want to build a school for my grandchildren to play around without worrying

about cars or other things. I would be preparing snacks for my grandchildren. I
believe we owe our former generation for what we have, and I think it is time for
our generation to do the same for the next. At least to fulfill our own dreams.”

The dream where children are loved and raised in a healthy community and they

become respectable grown-up members of the community. Perhaps the dream of
Kim Jeong-ah, CEO of Cacao Family is the dream of all mothers.

Lee In-wook, Director of Cacao Family
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Story Essay

A Bite of Bingtteok
Written by Cha Yeong-min / Illustrated by Kim Beon

It is spring but the chill is still in the air. My appetite frozen

during the winter has not been thawed yet. For the last few days,

I felt bloated every time I ate. Though I am a regular meat eater,

pancake is rolled by bare hand with the radish inside.
“My goodness, it’s been ages!”

The owner of the stall probably has encounters with dozens,

smelling meat makes me frown for a while for some reason. After

millions of customers daily. Even though I had not patronized her

wheel. I drove my way to the old downtown through the coastal

and handed me the bingtteok she just made. I was so happy that I

agonizing for some time, I decided to give it a try and grabbed the
road, past the airport. There a familiar sign met my eye. ‘Jeju
Dongmun Market’, much frequented by Jeju locals and visitors,

but I have not set my foot in there for quite a long period. It may

have been the common excuse of me being busy. Still I surely
have had the urge towards the market in the corner of my heart.

After parking at the nearby public parking lot, I walked into the

business quite a while, the lady smiled at me rolling a bingtteok

even forgot to make proper greetings to her and took a big bite of

the food. At the very moment, I could see myself with a mouthful
of bingtteok on my smartphone screen. How long has it been

since I smiled such a bright smile while eating, just like a sevenyear-old kid?

Before I moved to Jeju, the existence of food named bingtteok

market. The entrance by the bus stop in the direction of Sarabong

was unheard of for me. Even after I got myself settled in, I only

familiar smells of oil and the soup of fish cake welcomes you.

holidays or feasts and did not even try it. The ingredients were far

seemed a bit narrow. As you get closer to the food stall alley, the
Just like I was here long time ago, all the street foods including

hotteok (sugar-filled pancake), eomuk (fishcake), bungeoppang
(fish-shaped bun), and pulppang (bean-jam bun) were awaiting
new people. What caught my eyes was the bingtteok, next to the
hotteok place.

understood that bingtteok was something enjoyed during festive
from my usual diet and locals told me it is not that tasty, giving

me a fair excuse for me not to try it. Then again, how did I ever
come across the local food? Refreshing my memories, I think it
was this time of year in 2012.

Whenever I had free time, I would visit traditional markets

Most other stalls were selling more than three items, but this

across the island. As it was in Jeju I started writing and became a

item, bingtteok. Buckwheat batter is slowly cooked on a lightly

Thinking that t I would have to look into Jeju people more closely

one, run by a lady about my mother’s age, was selling only one
oiled preheated pan, while blanched radish strips are mixed with

a little bit of sesame seeds and chopped scallions. Then the
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professional writer, I wanted to write about the place I live in, Jeju.
led me to the traditional markets and five-day markets across
Jeju.
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As the old saying ‘a loaf of bread is better than the song of many

birds’ goes, I would eat whatever was there in the market I was visiting
on purpose. From the indigenous foods like gulfweed soup, spice beef
soup with bracken, or cold raw damselfish soup, to the usual snacks

you can see in any market in the country, such as rice soup, stir-fried
rice cake, fish cake, or sugar-filled pancake, I have eaten so many
kinds of food while visiting markets but there was no single item that

lasted long in my memory. It was delicious at that moment and good

enough to appease my hunger. One time I went to Dongmun Market
to try some hotteok, or sugar-filled pancake, but the place I liked was
crowded with customers that I would have to wait a good day to get
a few pieces of hotteok. My legs were getting sore and my stomach
started to growl, when my head turned towards this smell that was
tickling my nose. It was the bingtteok stall right next to the
hotteok joint.

There was no customer, but the owner was

making a buckwheat pancake one by one on
a well-heated pan wearing a smile on her
face. Oddly enough, looking at her rolling
a buckwheat pancake with seasoned
radish inside made my mouth water. I
stepped back from the hotteok place
and walked up to the new food I
discovered.

“May I have one of these?”

“Why, eat as many as you wish!”

I carelessly picked up one of

the rolled buckwheat pancakes in

a neat pile and took a bite. Oh, my goodness! My eyes opened wide.
Clearly, it had no taste as I had heard. But that was just in the beginning.
The more I chewed, the better I could taste the fresh flavors of the
ingredients. Before I knew it, I gobbled up five of them non-stop.
“Young people don’t really like this.”

A bright smile rested on her lips. I used to smile with her.
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“Young people don’t really like this.”

A bright smile rested on her lips. I used to smile with her.

They say that bingtteok has a special flavor that only local people

Being caught up in my hectic daily life, I sometimes completely

can taste. I am not sure it was what I felt, but that profound taste was

forgot about bingtteok. Then I lost my appetite for all kinds of food

go to Dongmun Market more often and never pass the bingtteok

on my chest. Perhaps was I under too much stress? Or has my sudden

so inviting I could not keep my hands off it. Since that day, I would
place next to hotteok stall. In the first three or four times, I would just

stand and eat a few in front of the counter. After a while, I would make

myself comfortable grabbing a seat. I did not sit there just to eat.
Stories about each other’s life would come pouring out.
“What have you been up to?”

Somewhere along the line she would ask me about my days

with the same familiarity as a close aunt or even my real mother

sometimes and she would also tell me about hers. Bingtteok would
disappear in an instant while we were talking. If I were to stick around

these days. I often have upset stomachs and feel something pressing

weight gain caused hormonal changes? Worrying myself about it over

the past few days, bingtteok suddenly occurred to my mind. My life
was still hectic but this time I made time and headed for the market.
Seeing the lady from a distance making the buckwheat pancake just

like the way she used to, a smile crept unto my face in spite of myself.
Her big welcome with a bright smile in her eyes as soon as she saw

me made me emotional and choked up a bit. It has been a long time
since a bite of bingtteok was in my mouth.

Before I knew it, the indescribable taste of bingtteok was melting

longer than usual, tourists or neighbors would stop by. Then I would

my frozen heart and appetite little by little. As if I had come home after

them.

with her.

be telling them about the food and help her receive money from

“No matter how much you eat bingtteok, you will never get fat or

so long, I stayed there unaware of the passage of time catching up

an upset stomach. Here, have another one on your way.:

Every time I got up to leave, she never failed to hand me one for

the road. Out of gratitude for her kindness and my love for the local
cuisine, I made it a rule to take my guests from mainland to this little

food stall as if it were a kind of a mandatory stop in their trips. Of all
the places and things I recommended to my guests, I would make a
pitch for the food to them, saying that bingtteok is the very taste of
Jeju. I even thought of writing a novel about bingtteok.

In the meantime, a lot of changes happened in my life in a short

period of time. I changed my jobs, moved to a new place, started a

relationship, got married, and had a baby girl. They all happened over
the course of a few years, during which I could not afford the time

or the effort to visit the market. A few times I stopped by to greet the

lady while passing by the market, but it was closed every time. Then
I would wonder; ‘Was it the hot weather?’ Or ‘was it too cold to stay

open?’ Nonetheless, seasons have changed, and I have had less and
less opportunities to visit the area.
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Story Time Machine Jeju

Reading the Life of Jeju People
Data courtesy of Jeju Folklore and Natural History Museum

The civil service examinations and official life
Being far apart from the mainland with the sea in between, Jeju had
not been an ideal place for those taking the civil service exams. Some

would get caught in a storm sailing across the sea. Others would sell

their fields and paddies to raise expenses for the exam, and if failing
to pass, the whole family would go bankrupt eventually.

For these reasons, Joseon government allowed the first exam of a set

of three to take place in Jeju under the supervision of the governor.
If those who passed the first exam were to take the second and the
third exams, which were held in Seoul, the government would provide

board and lodging as well as horses for transportation in cheering
them up for the long distance travel.

Observation report or cheopjeong 牒呈

According to the official document by Jeolla-do governor and the
meteorological office ordering to observe and report a lunar eclipse
calculated to happen on January 16, 1877, a justice of Jeju took three
officials to a higher ground to watch the lunar eclipse. Then he wrote up
a report and sent it to Jeju Governor with a picture depicting the process.
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When one passed the civil service exam or rather simpler tests

to become a public official, he would receive an appointment
certificate, or goshin (告身), and commence his duties. As a

government employee, he had many state documents to deliver to
other offices. In most cases, offices between equal levels would use

a document type called gwan (關), while a subordinate office would

use cheopjeong (牒呈) to a superior one. Cheop (帖) was used from
a superior office to officers ranked 7th or below, and from the head

of office to his subordinates. Heads of local governments also used
cheop when appointing lower-level officials. When local governments
submitted cheopjeong, seomok (書目), or executive summary, was
often attached.

Observation report or cheopjeong 牒呈

Report that explains Jeju justice drew the lunar eclipse that he observed on
January 16th and submitted to a higher authority on January 17, 1877.
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Story Jeju You Never Knew

An Island That
Helps You Live Each
Day to the Fullest
Written by Yoon Yeong-mi, freelance announcer/travel writer
Photo by Shin Seung-yeon, Ahn Woong-cheol

“You never get to see all of Jeju before you die.”

One of my acquaintances from Jeju said it one day.

I did not know what it really means then, but now that I am
living in Jeju for three months, I think I am getting it.

Gapado in April
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The coastal road from Seongsan to Kimnyeong Seongseggi Beach is one my favorite drive routes. I probably I have gone

on the road dozens of times by now. Of all those times I have driven through the road, however, I never saw a single view,

weather, or landscape that was the same as before. On a bright sunny day with squishy clouds, the sea and the waves
looked so blue and clear like the painting by David Hockney. The sea on a cloudy day moved me with the magnificent
view where the horizontal line became dull and the sea and the sky permeated into each other. The chroma of the sea, the
rhythm of the waves, the dance moves of seagulls, and the background color of the sky, they never show the same view for
single time; it is true that you never get to see all of Jeju in your lifetime.

The flower blossoms of Jeju in each spring mesmerize you every time. The cherry trees in Samseonghyeol look so

dignified and graceful that make me even want to bow down before them, while those on the Noksan-ro street harmonize

beautifully with the surrounding canola flowers, so gorgeous that it takes your breath away. Camellia flowers that start to
bloom in winter never lower the standing even when the flowers fell in late spring. Meanwhile, when you think your heart is
pounding at the sight of magnolias and plum flowers in early spring, hydrangea is right next in line.

The capricious weather can never be left out when speaking of Jeju. The kaleidoscopic changes in the weather obscuring

forecasts can be a nuisance from time to time. From a slightly different angle, however, different weather everyday may
feel like you live a brand-new day, shortening the
life’s interval into a day. Worries of yesterday ended

yesterday and you get to greet a new day today. Since

you can strike a balance of life by day, all you need to
do is live the day to the fullest. What a blessing it is to
ease you away of your burden!

It definitely seems that I have fallen in love with Jeju.

I never knew I would fall in love again, with a place,
not a person, at my age, but I take it with gratitude and
excitement as a reward for me for all the hard work
living fiercely for 36 years as a broadcaster.

Despite a hard day yesterday or even a couple of

days before, I let myself imagine what the sky of Jeju

today would be like, or what color or rhythm the sea
would be to appeal to me. Then I get excited about

today and gain strength to live another day to the

1

fullest.

Now I am wondering how I am going to stay longer in

Jeju that I cannot see in my lifetime. Well, I am in love,
so perhaps I should get married?

1. Geumneung Beach

2. Under cherry trees in Samseonghyeol

2
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Communication Jeju Today

The Power of Grassroots Democracy Defended
amid Pandemic

21st Legislative Elections
Witten by Editorial Staff / Photo courtesy of News 1

In a modern democracy, casting a vote as a citizen is something beyond exercising his or her right and becomes power
itself. It is the power of voice speaking for the people and the power able to not only to bring about a cataclysm in the

political landscape but also swerve the direction of the government policies towards the future. As Abraham Lincoln,
the 16th president of the United States, once said, “The ballot is stronger than the bullet,” the power of the vote is
stronger than any weapon.
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The 21st legislative elections for the public sentiment to decide on the powers of

National Assembly were held on April 15th at 230 polling stations across Jeju, 142 of
which were in Jeju City and 88 in Seogwipo City. Community centers, government

offices in towns and villages, senior centers and gymnasiums were used for the
purpose.
1

Polls also opened on Udo and Chujado as well as Biyangdo and Gapado, the four

most inhabited islets around Jeju, except for Marado, in the southernmost tip of the
country. Marado inhabitants were willing to travel by boat all the way to the closest

polling station, which was on the neighboring islet Gapado, covered with green
barley. Of the total number of registered voters of Jeju City, 401,789, 251,499 ballots

were cast (62.6%), while in Seogwipo 97,710 voters out of 153,167 showed up at the

polling booths (63.8%). The final voter turnout of Jeju stood at 62.9%, with almost
350 thousand out of 555 thousand people exercising their right.

2

1. Voters waiting in line

2. Voting underway at a gym

Voter turnout by region
Turnout 62.6%
Jeju City Total votes 251,499

Voting age population 401,789

Turnout 63.8%

Seogwipo City Total votes 97,710

Voting age population 153,167

Turnout 62.9%

Jeju Province Total votes 349,209

Voting age population 554,956
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Of the total turnout of the province, 24.65% was tallied in the early voting held on April

10th and 11th. It was a record high turnout in advance voting, which validated the locally

applied election equation, ‘whoever has a strong lead in early voting is eventually elected,’
once again without exception.

Following are votes received by constituency according to Jeju Chapter of National

Election Commission:

Votes by constituency
Jeju A
Song Jae-ho / Democratic 48.70% (61,626 votes)

Jang Seong-cheol / United Future 37.07% (46,909 votes)
Ko Byeong-su / Justice 7.31% (9,260 votes)

Park Hee-su / Independent 5.45% (6,901 votes)

Moon Dae-tan / Our Republican 0.61% (773 votes)
Im Hyo-jun / Independent 0.43% (547 votes)

Hyun Yong-sik / Independent 0.41% (524 votes)
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Jeju B

Oh Young-hun / Democratic 55.35% (67,206 votes)
Bu Sang-il / United Future 41.06% (49,862 votes)
Kang Eun-ju / Minjung 2.67% (3,244 votes)

Jeon Yoon-yeong / National Revolutionary Dividends 0.51% (627 votes)
Cha Ju-hong / Hannara 0.38% (473 votes)

Seogwipo
Wi Seong-gon / Democratic 55.48% (53,345 votes)

Kang Kyeong-pil / United Future 43.36% (41,689 votes)
Moon Gwang-sam / National Revolutionary Dividends 1.15% (1,109 votes)

4

5

On April 15, 2020, the world was closely watching the Republic of Korea, where the general

elections were held as planned, with 47 countries including the United States, France and the United
Kingdom delaying elections due to the outbreak of the new coronavirus infection (COVID 19).

At the polling stations across the island, the queue of democratic citizens continued to swell

from the first step of the voters casting their first votes in their lives to a small cart that supports the

burning waist of the 100-year-old elderly voter who has never waived her voting right in her entire
life.

Because of COVID 19, voters who stood and waited in line while maintaining one-meter distance

in-between from the entrance, just like the markings on a ruler, took the trouble of checking
3. A polling station social distancing rules are applied
4. A voter under self-quarantine casting his ballot
5. A lady at age 100 voting

6. An elector exercising his or her precious right to vote

for fevers, sterilizing their hands, and putting on plastic gloves and masks to vote, and cast their
precious votes.

(Pandemic: In the coronavirus pandemic (pandemic: worldwide spread of deadly epidemic), no

attempt or fear has diluted the sense of ownership and participation of Jeju citizens at all.

Under the high participation of citizens who achieved fair and free elections in this strict safety

prevention system lies a strong foundation of trust in government administration.

On the same day, about 300 of the 661 self-quarantined people, including foreigners and under-

voting age, were eligible voters, and 107 of them expressed their intention to participate in the vote.

In order to guarantee their voting right, Jeju provincial government gave its full support to the

self-quarantined who wanted to vote by appointing a civil servant to each of them. Jeju Election

Commission, along with disabled facilities and organizations, provided vehicles and assistants for
voting and sign language interpretation services for those unable to vote on the day.

The 21st National Assembly elections set Korea as a global quarantine model by leveling the

slope of hierarchical structure flowing from the government to the citizens into a horizontal network

of mutual cooperation, and showed dignity to realize once again a model of successful election
6

cases of global democracy in an emergency situation.
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A Wise Policy Jeju Disaster Emergency Life Support Fund

Let's beat it!

9
COVID-1

Jeju Disaster Emergency
Life Support Fund
Jeju Province provides the primary Jeju disaster emergency life support fund

to its residents with a total of 55 billion won in order to recover the household

economy of residents who are suffering from the spread of COVID 19. To

minimize inconvenience to residents, applications can be made on-line through
the Happy Dream Portal (http://happydream.jeju.go.kr) between April 20 and
May 22, and in-person by visiting government offices nearby.

Jeju Province has set up a response team dedicated to disaster emergency life

support fund to handle inquiries by phone. In addition, the province is providing

residents with direct and personalized assistance by placing counseling staff at
community service centers in each administrative unit including eup, myeon,
and dong.

After the application is completed, the local government will confirm the

payment decision and the cash will be paid to the account of the householder.
It is also providing quick civil service by sending text messages to their mobile

phones in real time of prompt administrative process, from the beginning of
application to payment completion.
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Payment schedule and scale
Jeju will spend a total of 1,100 billion won on two occasions
to provide Jeju disaster emergency life support fund. The
province is planning to make a third payment in June after
the government's emergency disaster relief fund, which is
scheduled to be given in May, and is expected to provide a
total of one million won for a family of four.
In light of the extended pandemic timeframe, the first payment
commenced without delay in April. After administering
local expenses to the disaster relief fund in May, the local
government plans to provide the third Jeju emergency life
support fund in a sequential stage within June

Requirements and amounts for the first payment
The amount of household assistance is 200,000 won for singleperson household, 300,000 won for two-member, 400,000 won
for three, and 500,000 won for four or more. Around 170,000
households in the province are expected to be eligible for the fund,
which include those under 100% of median income of the province.
The province is planning to make a third payment in June after the
government's emergency disaster relief fund, which is scheduled to
be given in May. Through this, a family of four will be given a total of
one million won. However, any households on welfare programs or
any kinds of public employees are excluded from the support.

Total amount of injection

April : 1st payment of Jeju fund (55 billion won)
May(to be executed) : Government + Jeju’s 2nd payment (300 billion won)
Jun(to be executed) : Jeju’s 3rd payment (55 billion won)

Total amount to support

one-person household

two-people household

200,000 won

300,000 won

three-people household

four-people household

400,000 won

500,000 won

How and when to apply

April 20 (Mon), 2020 ~ May 22 (Fri) 2020
• On-line application (Happy Dream Portal)

April 20 (Mon) ~ May 22 (Fri)

• On-site application (community service center)

April 27 (Mon) ~ May 22 (Fri)

• Filing objections and complaints by those excluded for the payment

April 27 (Mon) ~ May 29 (Fri)

• Access to apply http://happydream.jeju.go.kr/ Happy Dream Portal
• In-person application at community service centers nearby
(bring ID card, submit required document *)

*  Employment Confirmation (Non-regular Workers of excluded businesses)

Further inquiries
• Community service center
• Disaster Emergency Life Supporting Response Team
T. 064-710-62331 to 6244
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Cheering on you Jeju Small Business Management Support Center

Another family member of Jeju

Jeju Small Business
Management Support
Written / photo by Editorial staff

Jeju is not such a place that appeals with large scale companies or factories taking up large

portion of its geographical space. Rather, it is a place where small businessmen are growing,

taking roots like grass flowers in every part of the island. The number of small business owners

who are rooted in Jeju’s land reaches 100,000, and the ratio of small businesses to total number of

businesses is 92.8 percent. In other words, the well-being of Jeju small businessmen soon becomes
a barometer of the prosperity of Jeju economy.

In an effort to pursue sustainable economic development of Jeju and a mutually beneficial

economic growth of Jeju communities, Jeju Special Self-Governing Province has included the ‘Small

Business Management Support Center’ as a new member in the family of small business owners,
which is expected to become a sturdy pillar of support for the small businesses growing in solitude.
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Consulting day for small business owners held on every second and fourth Friday

Kim Chi-hoon, head of the Jeju Small
Business Support Center

© Jeju Small Business Support Center

Structured process of assistance for small business owners

Pre startup

Entrepreneurship education

On-site and comprehensive
consulting

Startup success

Management

Problem diagnosis

Personalized training
and consulting

Successful leap

Recovery

Business transfer
ad support

Restoration cost support

Small business
recovery

Capital

Credit guarantee
consultation

Investigation and
examination

credit guarantee
issuance

Loan execution

We are working to provide better service to small business owners in Jeju
through systematic processes in supporting them.

For pre entrepreneurs, likened to the newborn of the economic market, the center runs "Management Academy" program

consisting of business start-up education and small business improvement education, in order to help them take a firm first step
toward success. For Jeju businessmen who are making Jeju more like Jeju in globalization, the center is promoting an "online

marketing support" project to increase the amount of support to 500,000 won in order to cover online marketing costs keeping up
with the rapidly moving market economy in the fourth industrial revolution of the 21st century.

For those in the local business districts in neighborhoods, “local business facility improvement support” project is underway so

that they can equip themselves with rigorous resilience and solid competitiveness. “Physical check-up support” project is run to
ensure the health of small businessmen and their good quality life of Jeju businessmen who are constantly working on many things.

The center is operating “liquidation support” and “recovery support” programs to help small business owners facing bitter failure

to pave the way to restart. Just as a growing person needs a good teacher, Jeju Small Business Support Center runs a professional
consulting program for each field to give them practical help.

"On-site consulting" program provides information needed in the startup stage, and diagnoses and addresses problems in
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marketing, store management and sales issues that small businesses
can and will face in management stage.

For small business owners who are going through closure, the

program includes consulting on support for recovery in order to

provide administrative procedures and other information. In addition,

the center offers “all-in-one comprehensive business consulting”
to provide professional knowledge and experience, working with

specialists from different fields. Personalized consulting program
can provide a wide range of in-depth, highly detailed, in-person

assistance, including legal consultation with professional lawyers,

tax consultation with tax accountants who can clearly assist tax
reporting, labor consultation with certified labor affairs consultants for

소상공인경영지원센터와 함께 하는 사람들

employee management, and management guidance for marketing and financial issues. The "Small Business Financial Forum" is

also in operation to provide special CEO lectures to encourage micro-businessmen to survive and succeed. As such, the Jeju Small
Business Support Center is a truly supportive family that assists and protects Jeju small businesses every step of the way from the
beginning through hardship and to massive growth.

On the foundation of the unsparing support and cooperation from Jeju Small Business Support Center, small business owners

deeply rooted in every part of Jeju will grow into trees with deep roots to form a lush forest.

People with Jeju Small Business Support Center
Number of small
enterprises (SEs)

Number of
employees in SEs
Total number of
small and medium
enterprises (SMEs)

Number of
employees in
SMEs

Businesses

Employees

97,681

221,139

Reference: Small
enterprise
statistics통계
(Ministry
of SMEs and Startups,
12, 2019 )
자료참고:
소상공인
(중소벤처기업부,
2019. 11.November
12)
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2020 Projects of Jeju Small Business Support Center
Local Business Facility Improvement Support

Small-enterprise Management Academy (Three-track)

A project to improve store environment and enhance management

A project designed to help pre-entrepreneurs to start their own business

• Details

trainings by specialists.

capabilities so that small business owners can be resilient and competitive.
- Facility improvement costs (up to 7 million won, VAT not included, 20% self-pay)
- Consulting (2 sessions)

Medical examination support

and to promote sustainability of successful businesses with personalized

• Curriculum

Dream Plus Start-up Education, Hope Plus Management Education,
Happiness Plus Marketing Education

Online marketing support

A program to support medical examination expenses in order to improve

A program to promote marketing activities of local micro-businesses

• Eligible for

• Eligible for

the quality of life of small business owners and to recharge them.
Micro-enterprise owners

• Medical examination expense support

Support for medical examination costs worth 250,000 won per company

Micro-enterprise all-in-one consulting

through online promotion and marketing support
Small businessmen in Jeju

• Details

	Support up to 500,000 won per company

On-site consulting for micro-enterprise

Provide one-on-one consulting with specialists in relevant fields on

Specialists visit businesses to diagnose management problems and

• Consulting areas

• Consulting areas

solutions to management problems

Legal, labor, tax, management guidance

• Schedule

Two comprehensive consulting sessions per month

Hope Plus Recovery

Business failures are accepted and opportunities to recover are given by
supporting the cost of establishing a business site

• Details

- Support for setting up costs (up to 7 million won, VAT included, 20%
to be borne by business)

- Consulting Support (2 sessions)

provide solutions

Start-up, business management, and business closure

• Scale of support

160 companies (2 visits per company)

Business closure support

A project to reduce the burden on small enterprises through support of business closure

• Details

Business transfer advertisement costs (up to 500,000 won), facility restoration costs (up to 1.5 million won)

Micro-enterprise financial forum

Through lectures by renowned figures, small-business owners can inspire
their will and strengthen their resilience

※ Call T. 064-758-5710 www.jejusc.kr
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Readers' Forum

The article “Wishes of Jeju Youths” caught my attention, which looked
into the background and problem of the ‘desperation’ felt by young
people of Jeju. I was able to completely shake off the preconceptions
that Jeju is a destination for older people. Besides, the dishes
introduced in the Taste of Jeju section made me feel like going to Jeju
for a winter meal. It seems to be a perfect meal when you need a little
warm-up in your heart.
Kang Hyun-sook Nenggok Jungang-ro, Siheung-si, Gyeonggi Province

Kim Yuri, Kyungdong-ro, Andong-si, North Gyeongsang Province

It was great to read about small villages across Jeju in the article “A School
with a Foreast, a Forest with a School: Napeup-ri, Aewol-eup, Jeju-si”. As
a migrant in Jeju, I am very interested in small towns.Now I can visit them
thanks to the article. I looked up Keumsan Park on the Internet and it was
so wonderful that it feels like you must go there right away.

I find the articles in the segment “The Island of the Wind, Jeju”
highly creative and unique.

I could relate a lot to the article "Life of People in Jeju: ‘Taste’ and
Balance, and Community”. It reminded me of my childhood back
home when I used to help harvest beans and make meju and
sauce. It was nice to recall nostalgic memories. This winter makes
me crave for the delicate taste of soybean stew.

I was pleased and really enjoyed reading the article in the ‘In Search
of Social Economy’. What the Jeju Ieodo Care Center does is an
exceedingly difficult but valuable thing to do. It is even extended into
social value and economic activities so that not only the staff but
also those receiving care from the center feel grateful for the services.

Kim Eun-kyeong Sudeok-ro, Jeju-si

Park Jae-hee Huhjun-ro, Gangseo-gu, Seoul
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I enjoyed the Doenjang story and the article about fair tour. I love traveling
to Jeju, but I would love to take part in a fair tour next time. Whenever I go
to Jeju with my daughter, I would always take picture books or children's
books about Jeju with us and read them on the road or in the lodge. Me
and my daughter love to learn the language of Jeju Island, so we are going
to capture the segment again and learn together.

They distinctively illustrated strong will to fulfill wishes, dreams, or
ideals.
Kim Chol-ho Wonnohyeong 5-gil, Jeju-si

Lee Mi-yeon Myeonmok-ro, Junglang-gu, Seoul

Readers' Forum

I once traveled to Jeju Island and traveled by bus mainly, but it was
very convenient to use public transport with the accurate and easyto-use of high precision BUS location service. I always thought
it was a shame that many people did not know about this good
service. Now that it has been covered in this edition, easy to read
even, I think a lot of people will benefit from this.
Lee Jae-im Gwanyang1-dong, Dongan-gu, Anyang-si, Gyeonggi Province

I could not forget the sight of winter birds flying in the sky looking
up, and the rows of birds moving in order. It seemed their life was
like ours in which we go on endlessly toward the destination that
would be reached someday. I was impressed with the illustration
of a bird.

Carrots from Gujwa are so famous I buy them from Hansallim mall. I was
glad to hear about the carrot and broccoli farmers in this edition! I hope it
works well for the benefit of the farmers. Jeju produce is always nice to get
hold of and so valuable for me that I am always happy to eat it and do so
with a hearty appetite. Reading 'Jeju' newsletter you send every season; I
plan my next trip. When visiting Jeju, which is scheduled for April this year,
I will take a look at the Haengwon-ri, Gujwa-eup. I've never been to the
town before. But I expect I can see some carrot gardens, can’t I?
Lim Hyun-soo Migeum-ro, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi Province

“Jeju Tourism, Good Wind” I hope that fair tourism will be an
alternative to Jeju's present and future.
Pyo Eun-ji Bulang-gil, Jeju-si

Jeong Yoo-hyeon Goseongdongseo-ro, Seongsan-eup, Seoguipo-si

We look forward to
your participation.

Thank you for your interest in and support for Jeju provincial newsletter <Jeju>. Pleases feel free to send us your candid

review on the postcard during or after reading the newsletter. We welcome anything from comments about articles or segments, to suggestions for improvement and to article proposals or reports. We will select comments, suggestions or ideas
worth sharing and publish them in our next issue and send those selected a gift as a token of appreciation.

Open to

JEJU reader

How to participate

Please write your comments, name, and contact information on your post card

Until

Announcement

15 June 2020

to be announced in the Summer issue of Jeju, 2020
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글, 그림 김성라

Coloring
Jeju

Send your completed work to JEJU. You can enter by email or Instagram.
We will send a gift to those selected as best ones.

Fill the spring scenery of Jeju with your own color.

Instagram: Post your completed picture on your Instagram with the hashtag #jeju
Email: Send an image file to magazinejeju@korea.kr.

How to enter (Participate by June 15, 2020.)

Illustration by Mike Jeong

Welcome to Jeju

World Natural Heritage, Jeju

The mountain and the sea Korea and the world have recognized,
From the lush forest to a handful of soil and to wildflowers,

Everything in Jeju is the greatest gift that nature has ever given to mankind.

Walking on trails, climbing mountains and volcanic cones, visiting islets around Jeju,
The weight of daily lives is lightened and a little smile is brought to your face.
Jeju is an island of healing.

